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Tom Nelson, director of the planning division of the
Department of Parks met with Lee Potter Smith at Ken- Volume Thirty-One
tucky Dam Village Wednesday to make final plans for
the construction of an amphitheater at Kenlake Hotel.
Nelson told Mrs. Paul Westpheling of Fulton that bids
for the construction of the amphitheater will be asked in
about two weeks. Construction with ground-breaking
ceremonies, is planned for early in September, Mrs.
Westpheling said.
Meanwhile, a limited number of
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Ward Announces Lvrgest
County Road Improvpment

There are lots of ways for people to assure others that their
word is their bond, but the illustration given us by T. D. Morris
Tuesday takes the cake. Said T. D.
when asked if he would not fail
to move a limb from our yard:
"When I tell you that a chicken
dips snuff, you can look under
the wing for the box." If he
doesn't move that limb by Thursday afternoon he'll have to find us
some snuff-dipping chickens, I'll
tell you that's for sure.
The Lord willing and the creeks
don't rise, as Gene Gardner would
say, we're off this week-end for
the Gulf Coast for what the
children term a "family vacation."
And that small statement is a
story in itself. Because it just
might not happen!
Last year when the weather was
balmy and the scenery was beautiful and all of us felt brisk and
energetic we took our annual visit
to St. Joseph, Missouri. The four
of us had a wonderful time on
our way home after getting all
that super-relaxing
treatment
from Paul's mother and father.
Mrs. Westpheling has to rest up
for a month after we leave. She
does everything in the world so
we can rest and forget the cares
of the world.

Fulton County's highways and by-ways
will soon
be the scene of progress on wheels as
road projects
totalling hundreds of thousands of dollar
s will get underway. In one of the largest road build
ing programs
ever announced for the county, Henry Ward
, Commissioner of Highways, made known this week
that several
long sought road improvement programs
will get underway soon.
(See List on Page Seire
NEW SERVICE!
The City of South Fulton put a
brand new two-ton Ford 600
packer garbage. truck into service
this week and garbage will be
picked up daily from the business
houses and restaurants from now
on.

Fulton Softball Players
Upset Arlington Stars
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Health Department
Conducts Survey;
Conditions Poor
A survey of '85 residences in
one colored section of Fulton revealed poor conditions of waste
disposal in the area. The survey
vs conducted ty the Health Department.
Property owners will be warn- l'EP, IT WAs DOT this %%eel:: as
ed of the conditions found and if a matter of fact last Monday aftereeon the thermometer at
these are not correceod
Clyde

SAFETY THEME.
•.
Neil Tobin had charge. of this
week's meeting of the Fulton
Rotary Club and showed a film
entitled "Last Clear' Chance",
dealing with safety. Several visitors and guests were present.

•
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It's like Mark Twain said:
The Fulton teams were compos"Everybody talks about the wea- ed of the
following girls:•
ther, but nobody does anything
Little Girls (10-11-12 years
about it." But the old 'order
changeth,- because about 30 girls old)—Jeannie Johnson and Dee
and their fans just wished away a Fields, left field; Edye Dowdy.
Gail Bushart, shortstop; Vikie
rainstorm that threatened an allVowell, pitcher; Joyce Tucker,
star softball game at Arlington
Eva Mac Vaughn, right field: CarARNIE!) 11111
Well, after the rest and on our Tuesday night. And wishin
g can rie Campbell and
way home I made the fatal mis- come true, becaus
Brenda Harrie the older girls son, roving
Rodeo
fielder; Judy Merrytake of saying "next summer, let's from Fulton wished
upon a star man. centerf
ield; Mary Jo Westpack up as few things as we can and played the same
way
to
uppheling, catcher; Rita Craven,
and take off to see America in set the unbeaten
Arlington all- Karen Taylor.
third base; Sharon
this merry Thunderbird." Paul stars in an excitin
g seven inning Moore, find
base; Merideth Milperked up and said okay, let's go match. The score
-nide m C• vboy!" That
was 7 to 5 in ler, Linda
Grissom, second base. be the cry on Fi !day
to Canada, Niagara Falls. New favor of Fulton.
and Sat ii..
York, Washington, Asheville, N.
Older
birls
(13-19)—Bonnie nights at the I nig second an•nmal
• W '
The little girls from Fulton
C. and come back to Kentucky by
Weaks,
first
base: Jean. Neeley, Ken-Tenn Fair next Week. a -n
played hard and eagerly but lost
Bardstown to see the "Stephen
centerf
ield;
.
4
q
Jane
riders
Warren, catcher:
from all over the Wmdi re
to a far more experienced .team.
Foster Story." As I said, I was
.S.1ME 1101•NDAIRIFs
W
The score was 8 to 5 in favor of Judy Neeley, shortstop; Cheryl Rodeo Circuit p nrticipate in a real
rested and that sounded fine. The Arlingt
Underwood. second base; Wanda wild 'n wooley rodeo.
.
on.
(•.
,••.?11!.v
more we travelled home,the more
Brockwell, left field; Linda Colthe
ntn •!:‘,
Events inch],
Twiner-, e
Catt4e Roping. same a'
mond
The game was 'arranged by lier, pitcher
, It,,
HiTh':c1.,..11 .Judging in this dtvisra
ideas come forward from Mary
; Jessica Sensing. Bulldogging.
Broncho
l v. ill
Riding, remain the same :is in 'preceding
Jo and R. Paul. By the time we James Warren and managed by third base: Marion and Marilyn Bramha Bull Riding,
take telice' NV. dneselay. August IN both elepai!o
Barrel Races.
Minot'
reached Fulton, we were all mad Hal Warren, who has been mighty Higgins, roving „fielder; Freida Greased Pig -Ratio. a Calf Scram- years for the forthcoming election 'it 9:1111 a. on, Animals must be on dret
ii nimah e unle
Comramity Committeemen for the grounds by 13:00
at each other because a big league lonesome for his old lo've of man- Mansfield and Carolyn Lucy,right ble and a Wild Cos
noon on reside red.
f Milking the Obion County
ASCS county Tuesday lend must remain
baseball game wasn't included; a aging little girls in softball play. field.
Contest.
there Entries ?mist i,,
! office.
concert was; a tour of the White
until 9:30 p. in, Wednesday.
Also incluar in theDiig shew
(Continued on
House was included; a play in
is an exhibitiU of Trick Riding
;
New York' ruled out. Mary Jo
by a talented- little eleven-yearGOOD LUCK, GOOD GOLFING, COME BACK
cried, Paul stopped the car to
old girl. There will also be a
change positions so certain people
bevy of funny arid famous clowns
wouldn't be sitting next to each
to delight the crowds with their
other. and the travel games stopcrazy antics.
In the late summer months of 9:00 a. m. and
ped dead. But peace, oh how I
Admission will be absolutely
4:00 p. m. on Monloved t while everybody was mad the year, the housewife's fancy day.
free for all kids twelve and unturns to thoughts of . . . canning
and wouldn't talk.
There are five classes to be der.
cooking and preserving?? Well, judged
. Jelly 'must be in regulaWhen the Spring burst its pretty even though most of us don't ex- tion jelly jars .either pint or
half
little head into view somehow we actly enjoy these summer chores, pint, and can include any type.
got on that trip again. Again I it is very rewarding when we The same rules apply to preserv
es
opened my big, fat mouth and can eat these delicacies in the and jams.
told Paul to see if he couldn't find dead of winter! And now there
Canned fruit, canned vegetables,
passage on some tramp steamer is an even greater reward await- and pickles must be in standa
rd
going to Europe. I figured the ing the culinary artists of the quart or pint jars and can infour of us could live as cheaply as area.
clude any type of each class.
Only one mole week is left in
one, sub-tourist class, along the
The Women's Division of the
Ribbons will be awarded the
which to get tickets for the four
by-ways of the European glamour second annual Ken-Tenn Fair is first three place winners in
each $100
savings bonds and the 1962
route. Then we could fulfill that being sponsored by the Fulton class. A $2.00 Sweepstake prize
dream of seeing the Europe Paul Business and Professional Wo- will be awarded the best in each Ford Fairlane 500 to be given
away
next week at the big 1962
saw during the war. Off popped men's Club and they are planning of the five categories in the blue
Ken-Tenn Fair here in Fulton.
the steam again. Mary Jo wanted for the very best display of can- ribbon group.
Tickets
may be obtained from
to spend all the time in Paris to ned goods, baked goods, needleAll entries in the Foods Division
most of the Fulton merchants and
see the fashions. (On our money work, flowers and other crafts must be in by
10:00 a. m. Thurs- there
is
no obligation to buy mershe could see fancier styles in a that has ever' been produced in day. The judgin
g will take place
bargain basement in Harlem.) R. this area.
Thursday afternoon. In the Layer chandise in order to get these
tickets.
Paul wanted to spend all the time
Also several area homemakers Cake and Loaf Cake categories,
Drawings will be held for the
in Rome, because he thinks it's clubs are planning lovely
booths there should be a one-inch wedge
savings bonds on Tuesday, Wedthe center of world history and to show just what their
club precut from the cake. Both cake
nesday and Thursday nights at
he wants to see it first hand. Paul members have accomplished dur- and wedge should
be wrapped
GOOD IdUCK AND GOOD GOLFING, Mrs.
thought a long stay in Germany ing the past year.
Max- week Betty Lowrey (left)
with Saren Wrap or clear plastic 9:00 p. m. and on Friday night at
of Murra N V1 :LS elected'
was right to find Westphalia and
Judging In the Canned Goods to protect them. Awards in these 10:00 p. m. The new car will be well McDade (center) Fulton Country Club's golf the neN% president.
Nell
Itasha
m of Paducah (right)
given
away
the birthplace of his forbears. Division will be held Tuesday
at 10:00 p. m. Sat- chairman says to the new
af- categories will be $1.00 for first urday
and the retiring president is the retirin
Well, by the time that argument ternoon, August
g president. Golfers from
night.
14, and all en- place, $.50 for second place and a
Kentucky,
(Continued on page four)
Remember, you must be present of the Tri-State Golfing Association. In a highly
Missouri and Illinois are members of
tries must be brought in between
(Continued on page fire)
the arsoc/ato win.
sucomatul three-day tournament held
here last tion.

Bough 'n Tumble

Scheduled
For Pi!,'q Fair

Cooking, Canning, Needlework Can
Earn Prize For Lucky Housewife
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A five-month check of waten punTing
and con- former city attorney Dodney
sumption in the city of Fulton earlier this
let to represent the city at no
year reveafed in
the Meadowview subdit, isj
that the city is losing more water than
it is selling-, the case;
City Commission was told last Monday
night by Com- —Appointed Dr. C II. Myen
issioner Rice.
the Fulton Platinine,4 cominn
to replace,. Les Gidde
In the five months, .from . January
throu
gh
Giddin
May.
gs will re mu
I r't!-4.
- master meter at the Fulton pumping
station T ort Commis-aon
1,,•;1'(•,! o' the city had pumped 82.29
----.Apw
Ley!: Fie
1,000 gallons of Iloar-ei ofeinted
Adjustnal •
r
the ma'n:: water billings accounted for
e...ency
3(i.the
re;
73!).n 1 ). Hiving a net loss--as yet unacc15untl,
Aopre,\a
d for—of
s,)me 44.73,1.000. Rie stated.
I W
'IL: a mystery-. Rice stated. -point
ing out that previous r 1-1 ,,riCering experts called in had
ri Iinued
made no headway in solving this problem exis.tant durin
g the last few
years. The Mayor and Commissioners
elected to spend
-0400 --(w :,_."1-ak detector' and to run a
check on the 14-oar-ol,! master meter to see if it is still
accurate.
In othe r business last Me lay
night. the Mayor and Commi•hm- minutesa,f !ilis meeting wer, r, ers:
fused by a vote of -3-2.
to Okay the namde
s --Ai-Tented-an
of a special called meeting July 23
agreenit'nl by
torney Dee McNeill ot Hickmannetin whirth a Mayfield at
to
was represe
nt the City on a month-toengaged to defend the city in a
lawsuit being broienh! by the month basis at the ii'gular salary eamed
I e• the
Meadowview -subdivi nion owners. of $300 per month as city attorney
",
One cemmissioner, out '7of town at following the r(signation of Dol. peee
rt
thai
II. I....i) nil II: tribethe time, was given no notice, ney Miller, which was accepted.
e,,r and civic had, r
making the meeting illegal. The
--Agreed to accept thee offer

n)

Pictured above is Susan Ivey who
was selected to attend the National Girl Scout Round-up at
Button Bay. Vt. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry of Fulton. (See Diary)

re in U. S.

1 City's Water Los
s Is Greater Than Sales;
Dee McNeill Is Month-to-Month Attorney

Paul Westpheling and Hugh .Fly.
Temporary officers of the corporation are Max Hurt, Kirksey,
president, Mrs. Westpheling, vicechairman, Bill Powell of Paducah,
also a vice-chairman, Dr. Raymond Roof of Paducah, secretary,
and Bob Long of Benton, treasurer.
A charter membership may be
serured by sending a check for
$25.00 to any of the officers. Deadline for securin these motherstdps is A
—
'
Mrs. Westphe:inelr,rno has served as organizing director foe--the
amphitheater group has been in
,
contact with Paul Green and Dr.
.
P4._
Jottings / Kermit Hunter
...
, nationally known
-playwrights, to write an -outdoor TRI - STATE CHAMPS — Pat Park
From
(right).
, the champion Of the Tri(Continued on page live)
State Women's Golf Tournament,
discusses her round with Mrs'. Betty
Vowel', the tournament runner-up.
Miss Park finished with a 14SELECTED
stroke lead in the tourney field. It
wa ier
... third Tel-State title.

"Cate lotbli

Microi Om Center
univet•,ity of Kentucky
Journalism Building
1 \ I :ton Kentuelsi

--

19c

Yearly Trade Area

Fulton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday,
Aug. 9, 1962 Room

charter memberships are being
secured to finalize plans for a permanent organization to direct the
activities of West Kentucky Production Associations Inc., a nonprofit organization chartered to
promote outdoor entertainment in
the amphitheater.
Among local citizens who have
already subscribed charter memberships are: John Simrell, Dr.
Ward Bushart, Mrs. Fred Stokes,
Jr., R. H. (Bob) White, Fred
Stokes, Jr., Mrs. Nelle Lowe. Mrs.

1E

Single Copy, 10c

Tickets Still Being
Distributed By The
Merchants Of Fulton

Hoyt Barnett Still Playing Cat and Mouse
With State Job and Alleged Representation
concern for the problems of the district and the state of Kentucky, but is
nothing more than an opportunist in
everything he does, making use of associations and positions—most of us
consider as obligations on our part—
to serve others for his own selfish
benefit.
• "It makes little difference to us
whether
he tesigns or not—as long as
It is doubtful that the high leYel
he stays out of Frankfort while he is
position_ cleared for Mr. Barnett will
our duly elected representative. His
be covered by the merit system for
maneuvers are well known
"playboy"
more reasons than one. Meanwhile
to those who observe the carrying-ons
Mr. Barnett reports to the press that
of "country boys come to town" in the
he will "have a statement in a few
state
capital. If he must be in Frankposition
and
will
days about his new
fort, we much prefer that he reprenot resign until he learns whether or
sent the Combs administration in
not a special session will be called"
such activities rather than the good
to reapportion the State's district.
people of Hickman and Fulton counThe time will come, in the not
ties.
•
too distance future, when the glib,
"If
redistricting
is
considered by
name-dropping Mr. Barnett will have
a sicecial session of the general assema lot more explaining to do about his
JAN', we prefer to have no representaactivities while a representative than
tive rather than Mr. Barnett. With
a hurried-up call to Frankfort can
him as our representative in such a
cover up.
matter, we might well find ourselves
But that's later Feres the Gaza part of the state of Missou,ri across
ette's editorial
the Mississippi rather than a part of
"If we have shown little concern
Kentucky.
over reports that Hoyt Barnett, rep"We must admit that we are curresontative for Hickman and Fulton
ious just What talents Mr. Barnett
counties in the general assembly, is
possesses that 'qualify him for emconsidering resigning his elective ofployment by the state. About the only
fice—may even have resigned by the
qualification we can recall now is
time this editorial is in
acthat he served the Combs administricept a state job, it is simply because
lion as a "yes" man in whatever they
'‘ve could not care less whether he retold him to do. About the best thing
si-gns or remains in office. The sad
we can be sure of on his employment
truth of the matter' is. few of us, if
by the state is that it will be for only
b-e able to tell the difference
a bit more than a year—unless het
whether he is in office or Out. He has
qualifies under the Combs "merit"failed miserably in his duty to represystem—and he is well qualified for
sent the.e two counties in the state
such, for all of us know by now such
legislature.
•
-qualification is merely, a matter of
"We are concerned, however,
"my friends have merits but yours
when we realize that if and when he
don't."
accepts state employment, whatever
"As a footnote to this, we might
amount of money is ttiven him in saladd that we-are pleased that the
ary
he just that irtich of the taxCombs-Wyatt administration has
pa...ors- money wasted. We cannot refinally come around toiagreejng with
' call one single solitary thing he has
Mrs. Thelma Stovall, who as state
d4,f
ie for Hickman county while suptreasurer refused to pay one of their
wisedlv.serving this county in the legfriends as a senator after he had act tiro. He is the kindof "politician"
cepted employment as a deputy sherthe People of Kentucky might well
iff.
My for future identification of the
'Is it little reasop that we are
sneeieR. He smiles and talks a lot—.- concerned about the Character of the
with lot of misplaced modifiers, and
men who are serving in the Kentucky
shire
tences that just don't make
senate and legislature? Certainly
an'v sense. He sounds like a
there are good men in both houses,
high school debater who forbut deliver us from men who place
got his subject -for debate. but
eiore vtdue on a job for themselves
mimics a' . few high - sounding
°ion
do for representation for
vords anyway. He pretends a deep
district!"

STRICTLY BUSINESS

bY McF•aftri

The Hickman County Gazette
did a character analysis of Representative Hoyt Barnett last week. We
disagree with the barbs hurled at the
State Administration's merit system
M. the Gazette editorial for we believe that the job protection offered
State employees has a great deal of
merit . . . if an employee has merit.

print—to

Elvis J. Stahr. fo(mer Secretary
of the Army. recently resigned to become President of Indiana University.-Reports coming,. from the Defense Department had indicated that
Mr. Stahr and Secretary of Defense
McNamara had recently drifted apart
in views.
•
If there were serious differences
between the Defense Department
head and Stahr, they cannot be determind by the interview which he
gave after resigning his job. He stated
that he left the Secretary of- Army's
post because, as President of Indiana
University. he had a once in a lifetime opportunity. He criticized McNamara in some respects, but stated
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Vote d "Pest All Around" in class in Kentucky
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1958
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Pormi 3579 to Poit MP, Pot 489 Tilton. Montvale&
Published Every Thnrsdar of The Year
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Five state colleges and the University of Kentucky will receive
S1217,00 from the State's Capital
Construction Fund to meet immediate construction needs, Gov.
Bert Combs has announced.
The amount of the grant was
agreed upon in a conference
among Governor Combs, State Finance Commissioner Robert Matthews and presidents of the various colleges.
"This money has been made
available to help the colleges with
their building programs," the
Governor said. 'and especially to
take care of their current problems. This means that the schools
will also be better able to finance future planning and construction."

by their representatives on the
Council on Public Higher Education. The formula is based upon
the number of credit hours of
student enrollment at each school.
Under the enrollment formula,
the largest single share goes to
the University of Kentucky, which
will receive $467,635 for accelerating building programs already
under way.
The five colleges supported by
the State will receive a total of
$750,165, to be distributed as follows:
Eastern Kentucky State College,
Kentucky
Richmond, $193,630;
State College, Frankfort, $36,534;
Morehead State College, Morehead, $129,088; Murray State College, Murray, $179,016; and WestState
College,
ern Kentucky
Bowling Green, $211,897.
The Capital Construction Fund
is used to finance State Government building improvements and
additions.

MUTUAL HELP
"Dad, I've finished your income
Each institution will share on tax assessment. How are you getthe basis of a formula worked out ting on with my homework?"
•••••••

••••••.6..

"Note how our sliding Hoorbosed-facilitates puking!"
loutimir
anominri

Call Ds To Says

FRCM THE FILES

Money On Repairs

Turning Back The
August 7, 1911
The Enon Home•oakers met
with Mrs. Harold White on Thursday, July 3. Mrs. Orbie Cook presided at the business session.
Refreshments were served to the
following members: Mrs. Ralph
Brady, Mrs. Orbie Cook,. Mrs.
Troy Duke. Mrs. Porter Ellis, Mrs.
Carl Johnson, Mrs. R. B. McAlister, Mrs Harold White, Miss
Martha Jane Duke, and Miss Ann
Brady. Vkitors were Mrs. W. H.
Hog and Mrs. Louis Foy.
Reciccorition work is underway
at Fulton High School. J. 0. Lewis,
superintendent of city schools, announced this week. Many places
in the rooms have been replastered and the interior Will be repainted before opening day, Monday, September 14.
Work has started on the roof at
the grammar school building and
the steel structure wilt be erected
soon.
Less than 200,000 votes were
cast in last weeks Democratic
Senatorial primary et ction. With
Senator A. B. (Happy) Chandler
assured of the nomination and all
of Kentucky's 'nine Congressmen
renominated, tabilators tonight
finished_ counting Saturday's primary vote.
•
— —
Leonard Sanof-ky, former manager of the Dottj. Shop in Fulton
has received a pr 'motion to serg-

eant In the U. S. Army. He is
stationed at Camp Carson, Colorado.

A satisfied customer is our
heat testimonial. flat Ils
hy we give YOU flIgt, enelmt. technical service and
loo rates on TV repairs U
.11 adds-up to saving you
money!
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Charles Reams, who is stationed
at Jefferson Barracks near St.
Louis, arrived Saturday night for
a visit with his parents cast el
town.

Roper Television
3Cle Main Street

Phone 301

-Col,
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up
of e

Mrs, C. A. Boyd spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Jess Robinson
of Union City.
Mrs. Robert Hyland spent this
week in Mayfield with relatives.
Dr. M. W. Haws, prominent physician of this city, died at the Baptist IThspital in Memphis Thursday night of last week. tpllowing
an illness of two months. Funeral
services were held here at the
First Methodist Church Sunday
afternoon.

111

Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett,
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., and Mrs.
Glenn--Dunn were hostesses to a
morning bridge club at the home
of Mrs. Joe Bennett on Eddings.
Ten tables of players were present.
-Mr. and Mrs. R. F.. Sanford had
as their guests Sunday, yrs. Sanford's father. C. M. Riding of
Caruthersville, her sisters, Miss
Mary Ridings, Milan, and Mrs. L.
C. Wright, Shelbyvile, and her
brother, R. J. Riding of Detroit.

100 Years Ago This Week
k

An historical review of the Civil War day' by day in Ken-

r tucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.'

Stahr and McNamara Part
With Good Understanding

Grants Made To
State Colleges
And University

By JOE JORDAN

BIGGER and FASTER!

•
(Kentucky Civil War Commission)

he did not want it interpreted as a'
parting blast.
He called the Secretary of the Defense the greatest man that we have
ever had in that post and said that he
was "certainly the ablest man I have
-ever been closely associated with."
We have little concern for the Secretary of the Defense's ability. Certainly as head of one of' the country's
largest industries' he displayed the
talents of one of America's ablest
business men This is in harmony
with what Mr. Stahr felt about his
former Defense Chief.
POETRY
Poetry is the journal of a sea
animal living on land, wanting to fly
the air.
—Carl Sandburg
A poet is before anything else, a
person who is passionately in love
with language.
—W.H. Auden
Mind is not necessarily dependent upon educational processes. It
possesses of itself all beauty and poerty, and the power of expressing
them.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden beauty of the world.
—Shelley

One hundred vi rs ago this week
Eric Gen. Jerry T. Boyle of the
— Union Army .military governor of
Kentucky, appointed as provost
marshal general" for the whole
state Col. Henry Dent of Louis'ville. The county provost marshals
were to be subject to his order?.
It was mainly through this organization that the military governor acted to suppress opposition
to the Federal Government by
civilians.
During the exeitement caused
by the July raid which Col. John
Hunt Morgan and his Confederate
cavalry had .made through Central Kentucky, the mayor of Cincinnati, in response to a telegraphic appeal from Gen. Boyle,
had dispatched 112 Cincinnati policemen to defend Lexington and
sixteen members of the fire department to Cynthiana, the latter
with a brass twelve pounder and
four fire-engine horses to pull the
big gun.
Basil Duke, Morgan's second in
command, has test:fied in his
"History of Morgan's Cavalry"
that the single pioce of artillery
which the enemy had at Cynthiana was "kept busily employed all
the time" and caused the Confederates a great deal of trouble, for
it commanded the Licking River
bridge over which the raiders first
tried to cross and from which they
were several times driven back.
Eventually, however, the Rebels
took the gun and the sleek Cincinnati Fire Department horses
as well. Now Col. Leonidas Metcalfe of the Union Army was collecting money from persons believed to be Southern sympathizers, in order to reimburse the
City of Cincinnati for its losses.
He was acting under a general
order by Gen. Boyle which in part

provided: "When damage shall be
done to the person or property of
loyal citizens by marauding bands
of guerrillas, the disloyal of the
neighborhood or county will be
held responsible, and a military
commission appointed to assess
damages and enforce compensation."
Morgan's troops were not guerrillas, a term appliecito irregulars,
especially predatory bands, but
were regularly commissioned and
enlisted members of the Confederate States Army. However, the
civilians against whom cash levies
were assessed were scarcely in a
position to argue fine points. According to Collins' 'History of
Kentucky," the military men
simply told them, "your money.
or Camp Chase." That was a prison camp near Columbus, Ohio, in
which a good many Kentuckians
were already being held. During
the following week Col. Metcalfe
would give the mayor of Cincinnati a check on the Paris Deposit
Bank for $800 in payment for
"horses and harness captured by
Morgan's men at Cynthiana."
Some members of the Kentucky
legislature were in Frankfort 100
years ago this week, and others
were on their way to the state
capital, in response to a proclamation by Gov. Beriah Magoffin
calling them into special session.
"I am without a soldier or a dollar to protect the lives, property
and liberties of the people, or to
enforce the laws," the governor
said.
HEARSAY
Mrs. Delight (meeting politician at party) — "I've heard a
great deal about you."
Politician (absently) — "Possibly, but you can't prove it."

Today's Illinois Central freight
trains carry heavier loads. And take
less time doing it. The result: economy in transporting your daily
needs ... economy that bucks the
upward trend of living costs.
Serving Mid-America are many
daily trains including 49 dispatch
freight trains running on regular
v/ay passenger trains
schedules the .
do. Modern trains ... beefed up
in the past decade with $193 million of new equipment. In the same
period $57 million more went to
improve tracks, signals and yards.
These are reasons, shippers say,
why they depend on us ...reasons
why industry likes to locate new
plants along our railroad ... reasons why we help make living better and more economical for you
and all Mid-America.
WAYNE

A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA

1

.
()Lary of Doin's
The News reports your - - -

IS Youg BiRT+IPAY IN AUGUST?
You MAY NEED TO RENEW IN '62

month's vac:, ,n
her mother.
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These pot luck suppers never
cease to amaze us. Last Friday
night when we arrived at the
Fulton City Park for supper prior
to the all-star game we saw as
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
many adults and children as
we've seen together in a long
for your pleasuro and your scrapbook)
time. We put out food on the
table, took a good luck at the
Well Judy Moore is now Mrs. John Carl Jones; the
delicious bounty and then toot a
big three-day golf tournament is over; the Fancy Farm
look at the crowd again and said:
picnic is a matter of history and all signs point to the
"It'll never so around." We were
wrong as usual for everybody got
fact that the dog days of August are upon us. The heat
served and many went back for
has been almost unbearable, but if it's caused any postseconds. Even then there was
ponement of activities around town we havent heard
food left. The thing that startles
me is that, without any prior
about it. The Ken-Tenn Fair is coming off next week
planning or consultation a balancand we imagine that nearly everybody will be on the go
ed meal develops. Except Bertha
from morn til night. The very active Jaycees have left
McLeod told me that one time at
a homemakers' meeting the folks
no stone unturned to have something interesting for
Kentucky Drivers' Licenses are.
kept
coming in and depositing
valid for two years-They expire
everybody to enjoy and we hope all of you will be around
their food on the table one by one.
during your birth month.
to share the gay time every day of the fair. It starts on
As each departed they looked sadKENTUCKY VSPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
der and more depressed and eagMonday, August 13 and ends in a blaze of glory, and we
erly watched the door for the next
hope a big crowd on Saturday, August 18.
member and her "covered dish."
We get so many nice notes and compliment'ctune from Mrs. New- It was a sad, sad day for the dieCouncil's 'K-Det" Patrol taking clippings from our friends who ton Bell of Union City who said: ters and the guests. too • • •
•
Laverne dlIC1 Norman Terry part in the activity.
keep us informed about events we
"I enjoy your radio program so everybody, but everybody brought
seem to get as much pleasure out
a pie' It',a true story.
" More than 10,000 girls are part would not know about otherwise. much, but still miss
you Mrs. W.
of their children and ,grandchilof the Roundup. Its site, Button For instance Nell Martin Bradford My breakfast dishes
are so hard
dren as anybody we know. This
Bay, has been transformed from a sent usi clipping from the Wash- to get done now." So
week Laverne brought us a copy
if we accomplacid country landscape nestled ing (D. C.) Star that shows our plished no other purpose
of the POINTER VIEW, the ofin this
In the valley between Adirondack mutual friend Hank Fort teaching world an the air we
at least serficial publication of the United
and Green Mountains to a hum- some folks a new dance called ved as a detergent to those
States Military Academy at West
mornming metropolitan area. When the the "board walk." At a mighty ing dishes that are so hard
Point, New York. The Publication
to
Roundup is at full strength, the fancy party on a 700-acre retreat clean when the egg yolks
cake on
contained an interesting article
"community" will rank sixth in in the Catoctin Mountains Hank them.
about Susan Ivey, the lovely
was pictured going through the
the state of Vermont.
young daughter of Colonel and
"The bus-loads of adventurous steps of the "board walk" with
Frankfoi t. July—A farce about
Mrs. R. H. Ivey. We are as proud
Girl Scouts were met at the gate her host and hostess. Hank not
as they to pass It along to you.
Mary Davis (Weaks) Dicken ar- three horse players who get mixto Button Bay by an MP from only originated the dance but
rived in Fulton Friday night by ed up with a small-town women's
Here's what the POINTER VIEW First U. S. Army. Buses drove wrote the catchy tune for the
plane from Lexingtdon with young club goes to stage Thursday, Aug
said:
down roads provided by the U. S. dance, too. Hank's relatives live
son John. Mary Davis is visiting 2 at the Pioneer Playhouse in
Corps of Engineers and passed not too far from Fulton and at
with her parents Louis and Elsie Danville. The play, "Leaky Roof
"Miss Susan Ivey, daughter of rows
of tents provided by the the very .first opportunity we're Weaks
on Park Avenue and in an Circuit,".will be presented nightly
Col. and Mrs. R. H. Ivey, left
going to see if we can't get that
Army's Quartermaster Corps.
at 8:30 through Monday, Aug. 6.
West Point last week for the Nafabulous gal here for some kind all-too-short visit with her we're
"First Army units have been
happy to report that she's the Two Wheeling, W. Va.. residents,
tional Senior Girl Scout Roundof a program or another.
same, gregarious, pleasant and Richard Boyd and Tom Sweeney.
up in Button Bay, Vt. She is one providing support for this national
wrote the play and will be present
of eight girls from the Newburgh activity, and using the opportunity
Ella Doyle arrived in Fulton vital lady that we knew when she for its
premiere at Danville.
to train under realistic condiwas
younger
than
she
is
now.
Saturday night for a fleeting
Slated for performances Aug.
tions.
visit with the home folks and Mary Davis took a good look at 9-13 is
a comedy concerning a
"Groundwork for the township
visited with her long-time friend our nearly 15-year old son and woman
who collects husbands.
of Button Bay was laid by men
Judy Browning. Judy and Ella couldn't believe that he was the 'Seven
Husbands"
is by Lewis S.
from the 20th Engineers, Fort
took off for Champaign, Illinois first youngster she ever earned Salsburg,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Devens, Mass., who have been on
Sunday to go apartment hunting. money baby-sitting with. Elsie rePioneer
Playhouse,
site since May 23rd.
designated
All Makes and Models
Ella will begin work on her Mas- called that when Mary Davis re- this year
as Kentucky's official
'The girls from the Newburgh
ter's degree at the University of ceived the huge sum of thirty- State theatre,
•
is
unit,
premiering 10
after being recommended by Illinois
MOTOROLA
and hopes to find a place five cents for an hour's work that new plays during
the present seatheir leaders, were interviewed,
Sales and Service
so that her mother, Myrtle Doyle Mary Davis said she was going son ending
Sept.
3.
tested and chosen by the Council.
can visit with her during the to save it to buy clothes with.
•
The eight "K-Dets", including
school year. Ella and Judy were
Miss Ivey, acted out a "Cadet
such outstanding students at high
Drill" depicting a day in the life
The Nick Kish
family of Accurate
school and later in their college
of a West Point cadet. Their cosdays ,that it would take an en- Eggertsville. New York is visiting
WORKMANSHIP
tumes,
consisted
111 Lake St.
of cadet uni- cyclopedia
Phone 486
to list them all. Judy in Fulton with Sara Helen's mothforms."
At Low Cost
is still undecided about what she er. Mrs. Ruth Williams. Nick rushWatches, Clocks and Time
will do this fall, but she has cer- ed out to the Country Club alPieces of All Rinds Accutainly been a welcome addition to most as soon as he arrived and
the staff of the First Methodist even at that was later than his rately Repaired at Low Cost
by—
Church this summer. Judy has sons, who had already started
been working with the young peo- playing golf. Nick is anxious to
ANDREWS
ple of the church and it couldn't get up on the lake to enjoy the
water and we imagine that Sara
happen to nicer folks.
Jewelry
Company
Helen will spend much of the
Ruby (Mrs. Maxwell) McDade
was as calm as all get out as she
prepared to take her first plane
trip scheduled for Wednesday of
this week. Ruby will be flying to
Albuquerque, New Mexico to join
Ann Holland who has been out
there visiting with Read and
Cissy Holland and to add a new
welcome to the new Holland heir.
Ruby and Ann will motor back to
Fulton early next week. Ruby is
the first person we ever saw who
was contemplating that first big
air venture with no apprehension
at all about the skyways. If we
ever told you what happened to us
the first time we got in a fast
moving vehicle above the clouds
you'd wonder how we ever lived
to write these words. Since then
we've been airborne so much we
hate to get behind the wheel of
an auto to go on a long trip.
That's not all, so does everybody
else.

Pioneer Playhouse
Schedules Three
More New Plays

rTV REPAIR

Wade Television
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HIS HANDICAP
Little Bobbie — Aw, 1 coula
walk that tight rope as well as
the girl in the circus if it wasn't
The News sends birthday greet- for
one thing.
ings to the following persons on
Little Jimmie — What's that?
their birthdays this week:
Little Bobbie — I'd fall off
August 9: Ann McMinn, Mrs.
C. Stephenson; August 10: Ffank
Sublette, Elizabeth Stephenson.
Joy Smith
Pasemare, Dr. J. C.
Hancock: August 11: Mrs. Ruth
Scott, Charles W. Burrow, Ruth
Speight, Mrs. Wales Austin, Bob
Binford, Betty Barnes, Mts. J. 6.
Anderson; August 12: Dorothy
Brooks, Mrs. Paul E. Cates, Mrs.
r
G. B. Butterworth, Walter Lester,
Irene Beaver, Virginia Moore, W.
E. Allen, Mrs. Tom Irby, Wilma
Jean Browder, Claude Shelby, J.
W. chenae.
... Alihrirtikra
August 13: David Warren Sams. •It's true...you wear this amazing
Sunotone
new
hearing aid AIM
Chester Murril, Karen Dublin,
IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
Bill Wade, Tommy Powell, Phyworn anywhere else. The smallest
llis Brodberry, Joe O'Conner;
Sonotone ever, it weighs (tniy
August 14: Clint Thompson, Mrs.
half an (Junes, incHdit g I.."... V.
Ellis Heathcock; August 15: Jim
Vowell, Jackie Rawls Jenkins.
Glenn Worley, Jimmy Hancock
Roy Parkhill, Terry Smith, Daisy
OF PADUCAH
Terry.
120 S. 5th St.
Box 1133

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

'THAT'S ALL?'

1.

SONOTONE

OR ELSE
Coxswain: Take this. oar!"
Stroke: "Or what?"

Batteries, hearing aid supplies:
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.
408 Lake St.

FREE BOOKLET

LIFE INSURANCE STOCKS

FOR GROWTH
This booklet explains three unpurtant characteristics of a
growth company, explains the leverage factor between capital
and assets of a stock life insurance company. Includes a 20 year
table of Mortality rate and many other statistics on the industry.
For your copy and.market quotation of any life insurance stack.
mail this advertisement.

EDWARD D. JONES & CO.
MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
300 N. 4th St

St. Louis 2, Mo.

Name
Address

YOUR DEALER'S GOT AUGUST BUYS

ON NEW CHEVROLETS

Since we've been off of the
airwaves more than five months
now you can just know how much
we appreciate hearing from a few
folks that they miss us. The nicest

los DUFF? TRW;
TO PLEASE EVERYBODY

by WICK SMITH

(WELL... ALMOST EVERYBODY)

Does anything else you use so often
give you such Trouble-Free Service?

WHAT 4-lE NEEDS IS
13USINES5 ItITEROPTI0f4
NSuRANCE. FRoM

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE

Your telephone is like friendship—steady, dependable, always there when you need it

REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Pb. 62

Around the dock,it's a constant and faithful
companion, providing low-cost service that
makes life pleasanter and easier and safer
for you.

9

Service so reed pen
tub it for Airman!

DUTCH Mal MOTEL
t tt% 1.:1•
,II
h, I r.i. rIrt
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Southorn Sell

.
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•
••
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'

(lc r

Even the most

persnickety luxurylover couldn't ask for very much
more than a Jet-smooth Chevrolet
(like that Impala Sport Coupe at the
top). Yet it's all yours for a Chevrolet
price.(And you know how low that is.)

JET-SMOOTH CHEVROLET

Here's the best thing that's happened
to make money go further since
budgets—the lively low-cost Chevy II.
It's got all kinds of room. And comes
in 11 models, too—like the Nova 2Door Sedan (second from top).

Want a roomy family ear and a sporty
driver's car for one low price? The
rear-engine Corvair Monza (e.g., that
Club Coupe, third from top) plays
both roles to the ,hilt. Care to joi13.,
the club—and get a buy, to boot?

CHEVY II NOVA

CORVAIR MONZA

See the Jet-smooth Chevrolet, Ciicvy TT :Ind Corvair at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET3a -- BUICK, INC.

104 East Fourth Street

Phones
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VISITORS HERE!
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wiley
spent their vacation in Alton, Illinois, with their daughter, Mrs..
Ed Chapman and her family.
While there they were joined by
Rev. and Mrs.khainp Traylor of
San Mali o. California. The Chapmans mi the Traylors returned
.to Fulton with the Willeys for
a- short visit. Other visitors in the
Willey home over the w, !..•
were Rey. and Mrs. Bob In•:
Nashville.

CARTER HERE
Roy Carter, former superintendent of the Nelson Construction Co.1
and a former judge of Central
City, visited over the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Leland Jewell
on Carr Street. The Nelson Company built several railroad tt in
the area during the 1920's and a
good intmy Fulton people worked
with Mr. Carkr,

(Continued /roan page one)

got over, I was afraid to say that
I wanted to spend a lot of time
in Ireland because the country
just somehow fascinates me. It
was all settled when we couldn't
book passage on a slow boat to
Europe.

The more the summer wore on
the arguments grew hotter. So did
the weather and so did my nerves.
Some people think I'm kidding
when I say I'm too tired to take
a vacation. As of this writing
(Tuesday) we're going—to the
Gulf Coast where we can rest, eat
sea food, go deep see fishing, play
golf and get sun-burned to the
bone. But if the pattern of planning
goes as it has in the past, do come
V and visit with me on our little
farm on Pea Ridge road. It's the
nearest, place to nowhere that I
know of that I can talk to the
buzzards and get a peaceful conversation with no back talk.

Fair On Aug. 13-18
7

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

51
47

.41)

SET
SAVE 60c

JADEITE
GREEN

-M:-. T.Ynylais Kay Cai-inc..11
College
"orray t-'
ta, ut.ts a
of the
.V:tha in
ii. Tnity.
-v
bc
in S.
)y. -.,Wern.
cthodist
t the C .7e :
• iti the IL-v. Norman

yr

kV
C': '
lyI.
1962
•!radtb'e
Schuu:.

GIANT
SIZE

• Brcwn
•\VL.ite

SAVE 21c

itely
,Ilowing
the
• ,•-v, the co.!..le NA.:11 leave
• fornia. ss le they will
•hl, ir home.

Miss Sp.r.•21T Richmond Of Union City
To Vied Ronald McAlister Of Fulton

• Black

frikilN
STATES
COOPERATIVE

Caster and camber scientifically
reset to manufacturer's
specifications
Correct toe-in and toe-out on
your car's front wheels
Inspect and adjust steering for
lb d safety.

771A

59c SCUFF KOTE

Nancy Bushart, BM Leneave, Ellen

Metzger of Paducah and Ward Bushart.

$6.95 COMPLETE X

WHITE
OR

Club. They are left to right:

Prevents costly tire wear
Adds extra mileage
to your tires

4 PC. GLASS MIXING BOWL SET

9

Pictured here are four youngsters who mowed the gay activities of
the Tri-State Golf tournament held last week at Vie Fulton Country

Wheel Alignmer
By Experts

YOUR V STORE

ANCHOR

Jo'

Notice of
Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of Stockholder-members of Southern
states Fulton Cooperative will be held at Palestine Community
Center on the 20th day of August at 7:30 P. M. CST. for the elecof members of the Board of Directors, members of the

tion

Farm Home Advisory Committee and the transaction of such
other business as shall properly come before the meeting.

KENNETH HOUSTON

Charlie Scales

Asst. Secretary

B-F GOODRICH STORE
112 Lake St.
Phone 389
al1111111EIENEI

CK t9 SCHOOL
Boys Jeans
133-4 OUNCE ... $1.99

BALL TIP BRUSH ROLLERS
Boys Short Sleeve

17 ASST.
ROLLERS

SPORT SHIRTS
99c to $1.59

IN.FREE
TOTE BAG

4;
1; 41'
14

5 SEW BROOM & 8 OZ. MOP

0

EXTRA $
'A SPECIAL
\ VALUE

•*. ):;" \C Alr'
w

Boys College Pants In Cord & Polish
Cotton $2.59

11

NEW Scotties HANKIE
,
ill<

Girls Cotton Anklets
White and colors 25c to 49c

50
TISSUES

BARGAIN PRICE

DARK COTTON DRESSES

COFFEE MUG
" SOUP OR CEREAL BOWL

For Back - to - School Girls

$1.99 to $3.99
Girls Cotton and Rayon Panties
Sizes 2 to 14 .. 25c Pair

STOCK UP NOW

Miss Sandra Richmond

4

GIANT SIZE SHELF LINING
GLAZED

56

SAVE 25c

ASST. COLORS

,

14 x L5 Feet

1:ALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

w.,dding is
A September
being planned by r% 1 k; Sandra
City anri
June Richmond of
Ronald B. 1`.1cAlitt r if Fulton.
Ky. Announcement i ii ale by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J.
Richmond of Union C!ty. Mr. McAlister is the soil of Mrs. Byron
McAlister of 4.10 Carr street, Fulton; and the bite: 71r. McAlister.
The briik-eler.t is a graduate
of • Union City High school and
attended Itai:ari.terv Technician
.•tutol in DeBirldiT, La. She is
-ently.employ,
(1 at .the Doc•
clinic it; Union City. Her
--

grandparents '.,,•re the late Mr.
and Mrs. °sea, Davison of Kenton and the lat. Mr. and Mrs. Anlrew Itiehrnmi i of Oakdah, 1.a.
Mr. MrAlkh r is a graduate if
Fulton High srl.00l, and received
his associate vi arts degrees frorn
North Gre mike Junior Colley,
in Greenville. S. C. He is present,
ly a senior at the Univcrsitt tit
Tennessee whce he is majorble
in secondary education. ,
He is the grandson of the late
Mr.- and Mrs. John McAlister of
Fulton and of 7.:rs. John Byrn of
Fulton and the late Mr. Byrn.

MAYBE

SCIENTIFIt SPEAKER!

•

Dr. Norman ('aniPbeli, head VI
Literate residents of Boston are
-Jiving into the sulattrbs, says a the Liberal Arts Department ati
fly literate, presum- UTMB, was the guest speaker at I
he means thlise who can
the Fulton
Club Friday, Nei
a This Way Gut" sign.
-spoke on Srler Pr.and its relation I
Get In The Fair Fare
to our wS5, of life today.

Girls Cotton Slips
Sizes 2 to 14 59c to $1.99
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS ON ALL
SUMMER MERCHANDISE. SAVINGS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

LAKE STREET
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Boys Cotton Anklets
25c to 49c Pair
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SHOP HERE ONCE
YOU'LL SAVE HERE ALWAYS

YOUR CHOICE OF

Fun On the Golf Course

11
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Of Phyllis Kay Campbell NOTEBOOK—
To J-,mes Larry Wriker Is Ann3unced
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DEATHS
John Andrew Dawes
Funeral services for John Andrew Dawes, 88, Fulton county
farmer, who died suddenly Monday afternoon at his home, were
held Wednesday afternoon at 330
at the Fitst Baptist Church. Rev.
Truett Miller, pastor, officiated.
Interment' by Whitnel Funeral
Home was in Greenlea cemetery.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church and was a Deason.
He was a veteran of World War I
and a native of Fulton County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Rubena Atkins Dawes, two brothers, E. P. Dawes and Jim Dawes
of Fulton; a sister, Mrs. Frances
Dawes Thomas of Parkin, Arkansas, and several nieces and nephews and cousins.

Jim Pittman
Jim Pittman, retired farmer of
Wingo, Route 1, died Saturday
August 4, about 1:45 p. m. at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Pitt
Mullins. at Melber, Ky. He was 89
years old.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mullins and Mrs. Bus
Reeves, both of Melber, a son,
Jack Pittman of Water Valley,
Route 1, 10 grandchildren and 11
great grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Monday at the Little Obion Baptist Church. Rev. Otis Shultz and
Rev. R. B. Cope officiating. Interment was in Pleasant Valley
cemetery. Hopkins di Brown of
Witio3 had charge of arrangements.
Flower girls were: Mrs. Nola
Mae Gardner. Mrs. Ruby Rickman. Mrs. Dorothy Sanderson,
Miss Juanita Morgan, Mrs. Reba
Jackson, Mrs. Dana Mullins.
Active pallbearers were: Bill
Prince, Joe Parchman, Harmon
Parker, Billy Prince, Rupert Gardner, Chester Jackson.

Mrs. Ruby Carver

B. H.(Ned) Atteberry
Bransford Hamilton (Ned) Atteberry, 75. Fulton county native,
died Monday afternoon about 13
p. m. at the home of his niece,
Mrs. Claude Freeman on the Middle Road.
Services were Wednesday at 2
p. m. at the Cayce Methodist
Church, with Rev. Norman Orr
officiating. Interment by Whitnel
Funeral Home was in the Cayce
cemetery.
He was born January 6, 1887
in Jordan, Kentucky and was the
son of the late Finley Bransford
and Sallie Blades Warford Attebery.
His only survivor, was Mrs.
Claude Freeman, a niece, with
whom he made his home.

(Continued front page one)
drama with a West Kentucky
background. The
organization
plans to name an area resident to
work with the playwrights in
gathering historical material of
West Kentucky to be included in
the drama.

ganization to direct the activities
of the association will be cornpleted at a meeting to be held at
Kenlake Hotel this month, when
the charter members will select
five officers and two trustees as
permanent officers.

The Hobby Division is for both
junior and adult entrants with
four categories. Ribbons will be
awarded.
Flowers may be entered Wednesday morning from 9:00 a. m.
until 12:00 noon, with the judging held that afternoon. No commercial flowers may be exhibited.
Entrants must furnish their own
containers. There are 14 categories in the Flower Show including single specimens, floral
arrangements, house plants, and
fruit and
vegetable arrangements.
Awards of $1.00—$40 and ribbons will go to the winners of
each category.
Exhibits in the Community
Clubs displays must be in place
no later than 4:00 p. m. Monday
and must remain on the fairgrounds until 4:00 p. m. Saturday.
Judging will be done Tuesday afternoon. Awards will be $5.00 for
first place and ribbons for second
and third prizes.
Each division has both an adult
and a junior class.

HOSPITAL NEWS

John B. Childers

John C. Hagan

Get In The Fair Fare
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U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FRYING

CHICKENS

(Continued from page one)
ribbon for third place.
When entering the cake, the
owner should state whether or not
she wishes to donate the cake to
the cakewalk whirr will be held
Thursday night. Money'taken in
on each cake will be donated to
a club named by the donor.
The Special Occasion Decorated
Cake will be judged on beauty.
decoration and appropriateness.
Awards will be $2.00 for first,
$1.00 for second, and $.50 for
third.
The Cookies, Bread, and Candy
categories may include any type
of each. Prizes will be $1.00, $.50,
and ribbons.
In the Domestic Arts Division,
any type of needlework including
rugs, quilts. and clothes may be
entered. Judging will take place
Tuesday afternoon with blue, red,
and white ribbons going to the
entries in each of the 17 categorjes.

,the culmination of a long task
on the part of a group of persons to bring outdoor entertainment to the area, patterned after
the highly-successful
Stephen
Foster Drama Association of
Ba rdstown.

the first production, a story con- story to be presented by profe,
taining the nigniights of the lives sional personnel and area tales
of Alben Barkley, Irvin Cobb.
Mrs. Westphelinit has b,-en a
Nathan B. Stubblefield and other
prominent Western Kentuckians. signed the responsibility of stoi
Early construction of the amphiThe drama organization will The-producion which will include. scli ction anti research. She is eN
theater and the formation of the stage a concerted drive for primusic and other historical events pecteti to meet
ittith Gre,
Formation of the permanent or- permanent organization will be vate funds witti which to finance of interi-i will h. W 4)V,
and Dr hater 't ,in t•arly dat

COOKING-

Funeral services for Mrs. Ruby
W. Carver, who died at 4:30 Wednesday morning at the Gardner
Nursing Home in Star City, Ark.,
were conducted at 10:30 Friday
morning at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home. The Rev. Truett Miller,
pastor of the First Baptist Church
officiated.
Interment
was in
Greenlea Cemetery under the direction of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Carver was born in Hickman County on April 25, 1891.
•
She was 71.
Her husband, Charles P. Carver, was owner and—operator of
the Shamrock Barber Shop in
Fulton for many years. Mrs. Carver was a nurse in Fulton and
Louisville most of her life.
She is survived by one son,
James Carver of Pine Bluff. Ark.,
one grand son, James Carrol Carver of Pine Bluff, three brothers,
The following persons were
Richard. Ernest and John T. Wil- patients in the three Fulton hosley of Fulton. Several nieces and pitals Wednesday afternoon:
nephews.
She was the daughter of the
FULTON HOSPITAL
late James and Mattie Phillips
Louis Burke. Fulton, Route 3;
Carver
Mrs. Alfred Vaughan and baby,
Mrs. Minnie Armbruster, Wingo,
Route 1: Neal Little, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, David HolJohn Bennett Childers, 59, of land, Mrs. V. L. Cravens. Mrs.
108 Norman Street, died Tuesday Hobert Bennett, Wi.lter Voelpel,
afternoon at 3:20 in the Fulton Hos- R. C. Reed, Mrs. Sherman Woodpital, after an illness of two son, L. C. Logan, all of Fulton;
Mrs. Angelo Murchison and baby,
weeks.
Funeral services will be held Mrs. Jimmy Hicks, Mrs. Sol Hancock, all of Fulton. Route 1; Lee
today (Thursday) at the Hornbeak Funeral Home at 3:00 p. m. Meadows, Central City; Mrs. C. E.
Rev. Otis Schultz will officiate Galloway, Fred Clark, Cathy
and burial will be in Greenlea Ross, Mrs. Homer Roberts, all of
Cemetery: _Friends may call at Hickman; Mrs. Larry Taylor,
the Hornbeak Funeral Home un- Martin, Route 3; Mrs. R. T. Henley, Clinton; Mr. ancrTtirs. Hobart
til the hour of the service.
Mr. Childers was born January Stafford, Dresden, Route 3; Linda
13, 1903 in Obion County, Tennes- Ifatticock, Fulton, Route 5; Frank
see, the son of the late Arthur Minasion, Water Walley, Route 1.
Thomas and Lula Ann Bennett
JONES HOSPITAL
_ Childers. He lived in Fulton most
of his life, spending only seven
Mrs. Ada Ross, Dukedom; C. A.
years ir, Detroit.
Patrick, Leonard Holland, Mrs.
He is survived by his wife, Ora Teague, Belinda Newton,
and
Edna Louise Edwards Childers; a Mrs. Thurman Goodwin, all of
son, William Childers of West Fulton.
New York, New Jersey; two daughters, Wanda Fields of Roseville,
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Michigan, and Marlene Merrell of
East St. Louis, Illinois; two bro- _Willie Sheridon, Fulton, Route
thers, Porter Childers of Fulton, 5; Miss Geraldine Perry, Water
and Arthur Richard Childers of Valley; Mrs. Barbara Rice, RoseWater Valley; two sisters, Mrs. mary Rice. Mrs. W. P. Burnette,
Bessie Snow of Wingo, Route 1, Mrs. Jimmy Lawrence and baby,
and Mrs. Edna Meadows of De- all of Fulton; Mrs. Dave Winfrey,
Kurtis Fields, William Keistler,
troit; and eight grandchildren.
all of South Fulton; Mrs. Hillary
Deweese, Clinton; David Proctor,
Goodlet, Tennessee; Durell McCall, Mrs. Ernest Jackson, DukeJohn C. Hagan, 89, a retired dom; John Hopkins, Water Valley;
,Mrs. Larry
salesman, died at 2:45 a. m. Sam Stacy, Oakton; '
Coltharp, Pilot Oak. '
Tuesday at the Fulton hospital.
Services will be at 2 p. m.
Thursday at the Whitnel Funeral
IMPROVED
Home with interment .
1111 the
H. C. Sams, Jr., who has been
Hickman cemetery.
a patient in the Methodist HosFriends may call at the Whitnel pital in Memphis for
the past few
Funeral Home.
weeks, returned home Friday. He
underwent surgery and is recovering nicely.
Fair On Aug. 13-18
Get In The Fair Fare

AMPHITHEATRE—

Cut-Up, Split or Quartered, lb.
SUPER RIGHT ALL-MEAT SKINLESS

U.S.D.A INSPECTED

WEINERS

TURKEYS

LB.
(lb. 49c)

PKG.

89c

(4t.81
k

Lb. j
LB

31c WHOLE

,
39

Bordens Starlac( 690 cornish Hens
Maxwel
k
97( Sliced Bacon
99° Scallops ,Lbc; 55,
27 Canned Hams 4 L5.C. 299
White Cloud 2 27
's:e7,e'd'ht
39° CodLb or Haddock
2
Puff
530 Turkey Roast
99° (5 1.89) 1,!!, 39c
Beechnut
6s47.IF 630
390
Ritz Crackers... 1B°:L360 Bologna (Bsotocga)
Margarine
29
Siridex Pads
980 Fig
Bars
p....39°
24,:
16
c
,,n,. 69
. „
Reynolds Wrap:::71.112 31c Cherries
2'69°
1
Pine Scent Lestoil qt. 65c Charcoal Red Seal 20 99°
Potatoes
25 89c
Cookies
35ft Lettuce2C:
2 29° GRAPES
Hi-Ho Crackers:. 36c Strawberries 3 1" lb.19
100
Blueberr
Fresh
ies
3
Surf Detergent
25c
Mexicorn Niblets 2Ic2 41c Niblets Corn
Breeze Detergent 330 Green
Beans L.7., 2 1c6fn:- 41 c Green Giant Ptas
Lg
.
Blue Silverdust
340
FLOUR
Rinso Blue
All
Glazed Donuts()Dor 35°
nr
ffn
Lux Liquid nc:- 030 22c: 030 Sandwich Bread ..1:_40-fb 23°
57c
Al
Giant
Jelly
Roll
rail
Ea59°
Wisk Liquid 710 lez
Sankawf87c.
Co les
Northern Tissue
8-Qt.
Size)Pkg

IUn.sSp.eDc.Ate.d

Bathroom
Tissue

Cleansing
S Tissues

S;
Ru,p All 11 Lb.
lb g59,GOodA4 Pkg

INDIVIDUALLY FROZEN

Ready

Rolls

FROZEN OCEAN FILLErS

f 4 to 8
IL Lb.

Pkgs.
of 400

Lb.

Ocorra
Bone'ess

Lb.

SUPER RIGHT BRAUNSCHWEIGER OR

:
J3 2
7 :,

PE3

lb 49c

Medicated

1 1 2 to)
2 Lb.

Super Right

l instantir
HOUSE
10-0z)
6-0z.
Jar
Jar
Coffee
1.44

Ann Page
New Low
Price ......
Silver
Town

Pkg.

Lb

CTEH E

44—

ITS SANDWICH MONTH!
CHED 0 BIT AMER. OR PIM.
CHEESE di, Lb. Lau
FOOD . L. Loaf Q7

‘Lb.
Ctn.
Lb.

SA our,SLP Red

SUPER RIGHT

P tted

TS

LUNCH
MEAT

BLabg

Cans

WHITE SEEDLESS

Cjob
L Sble
Nrol 1

isp
Size

Hd.

Fresh

Pts.

Pts.

Lg

L

16
°z
Pkg

15-0z.
Pkg.
Lg.

212
21
:
9
2

CONDENSED
DETERGENT

Instant

4

9' 55(
5
PLAIN

Ea.

Lb.

:•

Bag

Self.
Rising

( Off
5-43j1 zr.
Deal
Pillsbury, Chocolate Ready
Chip, OatmealTo
Raisin, Sugar
or Butterscotch Nut...Bake

ROLLS

E(S1a;ce)

Margarine

37

tood Stores.
OPINDABLI 1000 MINCIIANT SINCI ISS,

:1.09 ().`a..- 1.29

Handy Andy
Cleaner
15 oz.
Can

Deal Ctn.

ThE GREAT AHANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

24.0..
Bottle

WESSON OIL
REG. VAC. SEAL

3

2c Off 1-Lb.

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 11

(7 8GS027
Fruit Jars

"Pl
iabP
4

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

Northern Napkins
BALL

ROBINHOOD

LEMON OR APRICOT

24-0z. 390
Pkg.

--

•

Jane Parker Baked Goods

12 Oz. Ai
MP I Ito
170c n1
LIC

..17C

a

Lux Soap
REGULAR SIZE

4 Bars 41°

El
J:2

Spry
Shortening

-C

3 c.,e 85°
Lh

B

oz. 7
//C

Metrecal
6 Cans S1.48

0

1
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and larders and also canning,
• AUSTIN SPRINGS jelly-making, preserves and etc.
Ntre. Carey FrIelds • There seems to be an abundant
supply of fresh vegetables. This
Mrs. Beulah ragans of Fort writer has never seen so many
Worth, Texas,.has arrived on va- gardens and the yield from each
cation and is houseguest of Mr. is keeping everyone busy from
Ind Mrs. LaVerne Windsor near early mornings until late evenings. .
here.
There hag been some fall plowOver at the Donald Hastings
farm a brand new cottage is going ing here and there at the Col.
m, to be occupied by his dau- Charlie Burrow farm; one wheatIhter. Mrs.. Max Wiggins and Mr. stubble field has been broken
Wiggins. The construction began which will get fall seeding. Other
-everal days ago and will be a farmers are cutting, baling and
lice addition to that section of storing hay. The dry season has
slowed down growth, but an
!listrict Ni. 13.
ample supply is expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Watts, St.
Rev. and Mrs. James Holt and
Lends.. Missouri, is in our •midst
children Sandra and Charlie, have
-isiting relatives while on vacarecently returned from their va.ion Their visits here are always
cation in the Northern states. They
tailed with delight by friends over
visited with friends in Minnewide area. The Watts family
apolis ,and Lincoln, Nebraska,
°innerly lived in this locality.
They were houseguests of buddies
The entire comtcinity was
in the armed forces of World War
hocked and saddened when news
11 and report a delightful time in
-eached here of the tragic death
each home.
,f Mrs. William Bowers. 24. the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson
Monday in a head-on mlhave gotten their house moved to
ii on the Fulton-Martin Highour village and are now doing the
vv. Mrs. fl wirs 1 nrtvwas at
last minute touch-up.. They exlackstin Brotla,rs Funcral Home
pect to be moving in very soon
.ntil arrivid of tar husband, Wiland all resnienits welccene the
iam
who'was serving
young couple into our midst. Mrs
vith the arrneil forces in Korea.
Robinson is employed with his
"-.'uncial sr twice:: were conducted
father here in a nice line of
t the Fir:t Methodist Church in
ton by itee. Norman Critendon fancy and staple groceries7 gas
station, etc.
h burial in °Non County
Get-well wishes are extended to
Gardens. We extend our
-leartfe7t sympathy to all he be- Mrs. Sam_ Reed who is a patient
in the Baptist Hospital in Memeayd.cnes. •
phis. The likable lady has just reMr, and Mrs. Granville Maucently undergone surgery, and is
:ins aid children and his mother,
doing nicely according to the last
Ola Maupins. left for Pheoreport from her bedside.
.1x, Arizona ,today (Monday) after
Mrs. Aeiful McClain continues
ninth :g their vacation here with
to improve at the Fulton Hospital
Irs Maud Vincent, M. E. Vincent
and may be :able to come home
'amity. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie. Westin a few days, of which many
noreland in Dukedom. and Mr.
friends will' be glad to hear.
,nd Mrs. Nolan Brisindine in
Rev. Jamei Holt, pastor of New
"tins. Tennessee. Granville and
Salem Baptist Church, and Mr.
is brirther Jack are doing some
James McClure. Jr., attended the
•iinservation work in Arizona and
Ordination service at Gearins
'lave been in the West for some
Chapel Baptist Church this past
tO years.
Sunday.
Quite a number of people
Mrs. Ed 'McClain is slowly im.athered at the Acree cemetery
iahirday. August 4, in their an- proved at her home where the
nual meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Sam matron is confined ot her room.
Mathis have done a very fine job We hope to have a better report
as caretakers this year. At 11:00 very soon.
a. m. Memorial Services were conlin-fret by Rev. Henry Davis.
Buchanon, Tennessee. A basket
lunch was spread at noon on long
tables, which fairly creaked and
- groaned under their load of delectable food. The bid was let in the
wear
business meeting for upkeep for
Prevents costly lire
the year 1962 and Mr. Condon
extra mileage
Adds
Mitchell was, the successful bidto your tires
der. This has been one of the best
kept cemeteries in this section. It
is also one of the oldest for many
monuments date back to 1829.
Mrs. Inez Vincent and daughter,
Mrs. Martha Yates of Pilot Oak • Caster and camber scientifically
reset to manufacturer's
ire in Ch cite'' wht re they are
specifications
visiting with Mrs. Yates daughter.
Correct
toe-in and toe-out on
•
They are having a nice visit in
yoUr car's front wheels
the Wind City.
• Inspect and adjust steering for
Rev. James Holt filled his reguadded safety.
lar appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church. The evening service was held preceeding the
BTU which meets at 7 p. m.
B-F GOODRI( II STORE
All around here you will find
the hou,invives supplying freezors
11? Lake St.
Phone 389

Wheel Alignment
By Experts

•

$6.95 COMPLETE

Around and Mai
Our Town
By Esdiry Nelda,
A cheery good morning to everyone!
The house across the street has
been lonely looking for a week
now. Where are the occupants?
On Monday morning of last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Engle and two
sons Lee and Bob, together with
Ernest Roberts, Mrs. Khourie, Mozelle and Edmond all loaded in a
rar and left for Florida on their
vaaltion. We miss'them and are
hoping they will have a wonderful vacation and be back soon.
Mrs. Connie Lynch had as her
guest last Tuesday night the former Ada Brockwell of Nashville.
Mrs. Lynch carried her home on
Wednesday of last week and will
return Wednesday- of this week.
We know she is enjoying every
minute of her stay in Nashville
but we will be glad when she is
home again. We miss her.
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter,

Sr., are in New Orleans getting children visited me. They were
along fine. Mr. Winter is in the from California. They had a wonhospital there, just hoping to get derful time visiting with friends
built up. Mrs. Winter is in the and relatives. They left for her
home of her daughter Kathleen last Sunday morning. Hope you
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Winter, had a good trip here and children,
it is lonesome to know you are come again.
away.
Mrs. Louis Sensing, Mrs. C. P.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Carver and Jones, Mrs. Toy Taylor, and Mrs.
family left for a vacation last Sat- C. D. Lovelace drove over to Mayurday in Panama City, Florida. field last Thursday afternoon and
While in route they stopped over visitedwith Mrs. H. W. McClenain Birmingham, Alabama and han andoielia. Mrs. McClenahan
spent Sunday and Sunday night was doing
ely.
with Mr. and Mrs. James Clay
Another ho se looks lonely this
Binkley and Julie. We know they morning as Mr. and Mrs. Louis
had a wonderful time together for Holley left last Friday -for a two
where old friends get together weeks visit with their daughter
they never know when to stop Mrs. Homer Ferguson and Mr.
talking.
Ferguson in Memphis.
Mrs. Lena Hutchinson had a
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor were
wonderful visit with her brother the Sunday afternoon guests of
and family, and attended the Mrs. Ada Finch of the Walnut
Jones-Moore wedding. Mrs. Hut- Grove community.
chenson's many friends were so
Mrs. Susie Hillman has been
happy to See her and have her moved from the Hillview Hospital
visit with them and they with her., to the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C.
She left for her home in Mem- Croft on Walnut Street. We
hope
phis last Monday.
Mrs. Hillman will soon be well
I was made very happy last again.
Friday when my sister, Mrs. Ethel
We are glad to welcome Mr.
Hoy of Union City and her dau- and Mrs. Charlie Bell to
our
ghter, Mrs. Lillie McCree. her sons neighborhood. They moved from
L. T. and Bobby, and two grand- the Walnut Grave community
to

the Walter Voelpel apartment on
Norman Street.
Our sympathy and prayers go
out to the loved ones of Mrs. William Bowers who was killed in a
car wreck last Monday morning.
She was a sister-in-law of Mrs.
Ralph Smith.
My visitors last week were
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace, Mrs. Bob
Mere!! and Mrs. Louis Sensing.
Also, Bro. Jerrell Aldridge.
Hope you are attending the
Smith Street Church of Christ revival this week.
All for now. See you next
week. Remember, keep smiling.

The University of Kentucky
does not require that out-of-state
students—athletes or otherwise—
rank in the upper half of their
high school graduating class in
order to be admitted, according to
Dr. Charles F. Elton, UK dean of
admissions. Any out-of-state high
school graduate who presents
adequate evidence—entrance test
scores, principal's recommendation, high school grades—that he
can do university-level work may
be admitted to UK, Elton said. Elton's statement was made to clarify what he termed a misunderstanding on the part of miortswritIt has gotten to the point nowadays that unless you toot your ers and football fans concerning
UK admissions standards.
own horn nobody else toots it.

Ammunimismimmemili
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

KEN oto
s
)
0E/
„ TENN

Monday, Aug. 13 Thru Sat. Aug. 18
A FULL WEEK OF FUN - PRIZES - THRILLS
WIN THIS NEW
1962 FORD "FAIRLANE
500"
FREE
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Monday Night -- Carnival Opens
Tuesday Night — Tiny Tot Revue
7:30 P. M.

Wednesday Morning

get ready for old sal

-

Begin Dairy Cattle Judging

insure hot weather comfort

Wednesday - Noon to 6:00 P. M.
KIDS DAY
Children 12 Years and Under
Admitted Free. All Rides 10c

zenith

J1 aurora

FREE TICKETS Are Available From Any Fulton Merchant! .. Get Yours Now!

Wednesday Night -- Cousin Tnny

Drawing on the FORD Will Be Saturday Night
Aug. 18th 10:00 P. M.

Pie Eating Contest,
Mule Pulling Contest,
Country Horse Show

Youth Talent Show 7:30 P. M.

Thursday -- Rural Day

Drawings Each Night, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
And Friday For A $100 Saving Bond
Will Be Approximately 9:00 P. M.

Thursday Night -- Square Dancing

YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO Will

WILD WEST RODEO

7:30 P. M.

Friday Morning
Begin Beef Cattle Judging
Friday Night and Saturday Night

-6,1911/114. ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Only nationofly advertised Flexalum gives you
an Mese •xclusive features.
• Special heat treated, spring tempered alloy that resish
denting
• Marproof, 2-coat baked enamel finish won't rust,
chip, peel at crodi
•Clean, bright underside, no "Nuts and Bolts" look
• Full ventilation, without perforation, promotes air circulattort
• 15 decorator colors, over 200 combinations, for any style
home
•Choice of 5 styles of awning for window, door,
carport porch or patio

TEN-AR-KY-MO.

Yewfrop/og

Industries
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE TV-&E21

SIMONS PAINT CO. IN FULTON. KY.
OM

MOO

1•••

••••

•

8:00 P. M.

FULTON BALLPARK
SPONSORED
BY THE

FULTON
JAYCEES

FULTON, KY.

PRONE 67
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You'll Say they're delicious!

Charlie Scales
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'OUT-OF-STATE' RULE

SPONSORED
BY THE

FULTON
JAYCEES
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CON
TKACTORS
uck:y
state
ise-their
ss in
rig to
in of
high
sent.
test
•ndait he
may
I. El71ariwritrning

UK GRADUATE SCHOOL

Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time on the 24th day of August, 1982, at which time bids will
be publicly opened and read for
the improvement of:
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-987
The Shuff Road from Ky. 168, 1.2
miles southeast of Ky. 125 to Ky.
118, 2.9 miles west of Jordan, a
distance of 1.962 miles. Double A2 Seal on Bank Gravel Base.
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-417
The Airport Road from RH 1050,
1.2 miles west of US 51 extending
westerly, a distance of 0.417 mile.
Bituminous
Concrete
Surface
Class I.

BIG VALU

SP. GROUP 57 (1962)
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-487
The US 51 - Tennessee State
Line (US 51 By-Pass in Fulton)
Road from the Tennessee State
Line to US 51 near N. W. C. L. of
Fulton, a distance of 0.832 mile.
Bituminous
Concrete
Surface
Class I.
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-47
The Fulton - Clinton (US 51)
Road from the Fulton By-Pass
near N. W. C. L. of Fulton to the
Hickman County Line, a distance
of 5.900 miles. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I and Base
Widening with Cement Concrete
Base.

RESII

•
•

In Operation 81 Years

• Large Display • • Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
J. B. MANESS & SONS

Fulton
Call 124

Greenfield, Tenn.
•

ECONOMY

BRAND

Greenfield
Al) 5-2293

BLADE CUT LB

111A:11

I It

FRESH
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Greenfield Monument Works

GROUND BEEF 49c
1.11.

GROUND_ CHUCK 59c

SP GROUP 72 (1902)
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-117
The No. 9 Lake Road from Ky.
94 extending northwesterly, a distance of 2.000 miles. Bituminous.
Concrete Surface Class I.
Ft'LTON COUNTY, SP 38-337
The Mt. Carmel-Tennessee State
Line Road from Ky. 94 to Ky. 166,
Dramatic Actor its 1V Father of
a distance of 2.000 miles. BituminFamous "Bonanza" clan. Lorne Greene,"Bonanz" Ben
Cartwright, will he ap;tearing at the he
ous Concrete Surface Class I.
ly State Fair, Sept. 7, 5 &79. Ile will be in the big
World's
Championsh
ip
Rodeo. His IV son, "Big Huss", will be there, too:
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-517
The Naylor Road from Ky. 94 to
FtH 1019, a distance of 3.100 miles.
the, week of June 22-29.
Bituminous
Concrete
Surface
the airman is a grii.luate of FulThe seven-day exercise ,involv- ton High
Class I.
News From Our
School,
ing 10 ships and 8,000 men of the
The attention of prospective
First Fleet centered around a fast
bidders is called to the new rules
Boys In The
CAMP HANSEN. Okinawa—
carrier striking force opposed by Marine Lance
and regulations which became efCaporal, Earl L.
fective August 1, 1982 relating to
submarines and aircraft. Air op- Gordon, son of Mts.
jewel D. Gorthe qualification of contractors
position was provided by jet and don of 20 Anderson
St.. FnIton.
and the special provision covering
propeller-driven aircraft, includ- Ky., completed the
non-commissubletting or assigning the conFORT NIAGARA, N. Y.—Army ing medium bombers, using all sioned officers' leadership
course
tract. Proposals are available un- PFC William F. Green, whose types of weapons.
of the Third 1VLirine Division
til 9:00 A. M. EASTERN STAND- wife. Maryl, and parents, Mr. and
Ships participating in the exer- Schools at Camp
Hansen, OkinARD TIME on the day of the Mrs. William J. Green, live on cise were an aircraft carrier, a awa, on July
28.
opening of bids.
Route 3, Hickman, Ky., is a mem- guided missile frigate, a cruiser,
The four-week course develops
ber of Company B, 8th Infantry, three destroyers, two replenishNOTE: Bid Proposals Will Be
regularly stationed at Fort Riley, ment ships, two submarines and the leadership abilities on nonAvailable Only To Contractors
Kan., which is operating the firing several aircraft units operating commissioned offict rs in the Third
Whose Certificate Of Eligibility
ranges at Fort Niagara, N. Y. to from aircraft carriers and land Marine Division,
Indicate; Qualification Covering
help train Army marksmen for the bases.
One Of The Major Types Of
The exercise was commanded
National Rifle Matches at Camp
Work Included In Project. A
UK PROFESSOR WINS
by Vice Admiral R. T. S. Keith,
Perry, Ohio.
Charge Of $2.08 Will Be Made
Green ,an automatic rifleman Commander, First Fleet,
A
University of
Kentucky
For Each Proposal. Remittance
in the company, entered the Army
engineering professor has received
Must Accompany Request Of ProHANAU. GERMANY—Leon E. a meritorious invention
in June 1961 and completed basic
award
posal Forms.
Jones Jr., 19, whose parents live from his former employer,
combat training at Fort Riley.
the
on
Route
4, Hickman, Ky., re- Westinghouse Corporation. Dr.
The 20-year-old soldier is a
Further information, bidding
cently
was promoted to specialist James F. Thorpe, who joined the
proposals, et cetera, will be fur- 1961 graduate of Fulton County
four in Hanau, Germany, where UK faculty last July after
nished upon application to the High School.
six
he
is
airframe repairman in years as a Westinghouse researchan
Frankfort Office. The right is re90th
Transporta
the
FORT
tion
Company.
CHAFFEE, ARK.—Army
er, was given the cash award for
served to reject any and all bids
Specialist Jones, who complet- his development of an opticalPvt. James L. Williams, son of
and to waive technicalities.
ed
basic
training
Mr.
and
at Fort Knox. mechanical test apparatus which
Mrs. Henry E. Williams,
Request For Proposals Should
214 Thomas St., Fulton, Ky., re- entered the Army in August 1960 has application to heat transfer
Be Made To:
and
arrived
overseas
cently
the follow- tests irl nuclear :.eactors. He subcompleted eight weeks of
Mrs. Bettie Barker, Division of
individual
Contract Controls, Department of advanced
mitted the design early last year
infantry- ing April.
He
1960
graduate
is
a
training
of Fulton while employed in Pittsburg:1 at
conducted by the 100th
Highways, State Office Bldg.
County
High
Schoral.
Division
the
at
Fort Chaffee, Ark.
Frankfort. Kentucky
Westinghou,e Bettis .*
ie
Williams entered the' Army last
Power Laboratory.
Request For Plans Should Be
CLARK AB, Philippine Islands
February.
Made To:
The 19-year-old soldier attend- —Airman First Class James M.
Mr. Kavanitagh Inman, Division
Chinese apple id success o
Wade of Fulton, Ky., has departof Design. Department of High- ed Rosenwald High School.
ed for assignment to a United gerians' revolt. ways, State Office Bldg. FrankCOAST OF
fort, Kentucky.
CALIFORNIA— States Air Force unit in Southeast
Gurley, Machinist's Asia following his required proAdditional Information May Be Larry R.
mate fireman apprentice, USN, cessing at this base.
RUPTURE
Obtained By Contacting
Airman Wade, an air freight The New Sens..tionat Invention
Mr. W. T. Judy, Director, Di- son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. K. Gurley
Sutherland's 911IY• Truss
of 705 East State Line, Fulton, specialist, will join forces supportvision Of Contract Controls
No Odors
Ky., is serving aloard the am- ing United States operations in his
Department of Highways
munition ship US Pyro ,which new overseas duty area.
City
Drug
Co., Fulton
Frankfort, Kentucky
The son of Mr. and Mrs. James I I No
participated in "Exercise Peach
Belts — No Straps —
August 2, 1962
Tree" off the coast of California P. Wade of 403 Carr St., Fulton

SERVICE
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The .University of Kentucky
Graduate School is one of 84 such
schools throughout the nation
which will share in a $2,148,000
gift from the Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation.
The only Kentucky school sharing
In the grant, UK will receive $6
.000. Dr. A. D. Kirwan, dean of the
UK Graduate School, said threefourths of the sum will be used to
provide three $1,500 fellowships
for the 1962-83 academic year.
The remaining $1,500 will be used
to finance a special project yet to
be determined.
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More Airports Are .
Zoned By State
Frankfort. July — Kentucky
Aeronautics Commissioner Philip
L. Swift; chairman of the Kentucky Airport Zoning Commission,
has announced that 23 more Kentucky airports have been zoned
by the commission.

an airport involves the designation of an area above and adjacent to the runaway as protected
air space and banning erection of
structures above'a certain height
which would penetrate into the
air space: The height permitted
varies at different airports and
also depends on the distance of
the structure from the landing
:
strip.
Thirteen other airports have
been zoned by previous commission action, Swift said.

Kennedy,Truman,Johnson To Campaign
In Kentucky For Democratic Candidates

Former President Harry TillTitan and Vice President Lyndon
Johnson probably will come to
Kentucky to help in the fall campaign, the Democratic State Central Executive Committee was
told.
.Chairman C. W. Maloney of
"All but two of the state's pubMadisonville said President Kenlic airports have now been zoned,"
nedy, who also intends to come,
Swift said, "and we're working on
A vacation is good while it lasts has not set a date.
them."
but when you get back to work
Maloney talked with the White
Swift explained that zoning of it is tough.
House shortly before the committee met.
"I can say definitely that TruHOWARD T. KELSEY, top brooder
man will be here," Maloney told
of Appaloosa horse, and own., Of MO
a reporter. "For Kennedy and
Aline Quarter.CIrcle Ranch at
Johnson it depends on the interpallet,
. Gateway. Montana. says,
national situation."
Gov. litert Combs and Maloney
had hoped to announce when
Kennedy would speak on behalf
of Democratic candidates for Congress:
Former President Dwight Eisenhower will be in Kentucky to
90 Proof
speak for the Republican ticket
this fall. "
committee
Democratic
The
named Sen. Shelby Kinkead, D$.5
iit
Lexington, as state campaign
chairman and Mrs. Phyllis Wood
of Williamsburg as state campaign
Winnen
'
s chairman.
MEt-LOW- MASH
It reported a balance of $165,219 in cash, including a 5128.547
checks as the proceeds of the reThe Greatest American Whiskey
cent Juffersdn - Jackson Day din:
TILT at Louisville.
ntrilUCKY ,1500/11 11001030N. Et> PROOF & 100 PHOOF BOTTLED
IN-1301E0
DISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO ,
The opening of the Democratic

"THAIS RIGHT,
gi NO BITE"

Yellowstone.

LOUISVILLE—OWENSBORO. Kt

MEET US
AT THE

1

fall campaign — and the site —
remain to be scheduled.
Kinkead fired a verbal barrage
at the Republicans.
"Thruston Morton and his John
Birch runniqg mate from Louisville,.Gene Snyder, have launched
a campaign. born of desperation,
of vituperation and smear upon
one of the outstanding Kentuckians of our time, Wilson Wyatt,"
Kinkead said.
Snyder said recently he never
has been a member of the ultraconservative society or attended
any of its meetings.
"Their campaign has reached
an all-time low in mud slinging
for this date in July. Bereft of
effective 'campaign issues they
have sought to muddy the water
with personal slander and abuse."
Morton, the incumbent Republican senator, is opposed in November by Wyatt. Snyder seeks the
congressional seat of Frank Burke
of Louisville, Democratic incum-

Educational TV
Network Will Be
Found In Murray
_

bent.
Wyatt also read a statement
saying in part:
"With increasing frequency, my
GOP opponent is finding his way
home to Kentucky during these
past few weeks. He might just
as well get used to it — he's going to be .home regularly after
Nov. 6th.
Combs emphasized that Kennedy's apOarance in Kentucky
was not an ironclad pledge.
"He will come provided the international situation does not prevent it," the governor said.
"That's the chance we take."
The problem of a permanent
headquarters for the executive
committee has been postponed.
The group now is at a Louisville
hotel.
"The possibility of a permanent.headquarters has been a pet
project of mine," Combs said.
"One of these days we will have
one."

Contracts Awarded
For East And West
Kentucky Turnpikes

Nine riltra-high-frequenoy channels.for educational television
Nineteen months after groundhave been approved for Kentucky breaking ceremonies, construction
by the Federal Communications contracts have been awarded on
Commission, the State's a FAiuca- all sections_ of the Eastern and
tional Television Authority was Western Kentucky Turnpikes.
told at its first ineetisgerecently
Two contracts totaling $3.981,in Frank fort.
409 were awarded this month for
The nine channels will form the last sections of the Eastern
Kentucky's educational TV net- Kentucky Turnpike in Morgan and
work and will be located in Haz- Magoffin counties, Highway Comard (channel 191. Ashland (78), missioner Henry Ward announced.
Bowling Green (17), Covington The contracts were awarded to
(54); Madisonville (26), More- Greer Brothers and Young, Inc.,
head (36), Murray (33), Pikeville
. London, Ky..
(14) and Somerset (29). The State _ All segments of •
this 76-mile
has already acquired sites for turnpike, which will
extend from
transmitting stations in the nine Winchester to Salyersville,
will
cities.
soon be under construction, with
Plans also call for use of ex- the first 42-mile stretch from
isting educational TV facilities in Winchester to Campton to be
Louisville (channel 15).
opened this year.
A 53,642.868 contract for the
Central production and transmitter facilities will be located at remaining portion of the Western
the University of Kentucky. Lex- Kentucky Turnpike was recently
ington. where pi ofession11 staf- awarded to Peter Kiewit Sons'
fing will be available from the Co., Omaha, Neb.
This 6.5-mile project in MuhlenDepartment of liadio. Television
and Films. headed by 0. Leonard burg County'calls for grade, drain
and cement concrete paving of
Press.
Gov. Bert Combs spoke briefly the final link of • this 127-mile
at the meeting and committed $1 highway extending from Elizamillion in State capital improve- bethtown to Princeton.
"Now that contracts have been
ment funds for the TV program.
He said that Kentucky is alao awarded on all segments of both
eligible for Federal funds totaling turnpikes, the day when these
highways, will be ready to serve
from 5600.000 to SI million.
the people of Kentucky, visiting
tourists and our expanding indusSPEAKING AS AN ANIMAL
tries is fast becoming a reality,"
Ward said.
MEMPHIS — When signs outside the cages at the zoo failed to
keep foolhardy spectators out of
DIABOLICAL
tooth range,. the director Ordered
"Why's your car painted blue
new ones which - proclaim: WE
on one side and red on the other?"
BITE.
"It's a terrific scheme. You
should hear the witnesses conGet In The Fair Fare
tradict each other."

FAIR

Convention Hotel
Being Planned
For Lake Area
A 1,000-room, ten-million dollar convention hotel on Kentucky
Lake is in the early planning
stages at present. The proposed
site of the giant hotel is in Marshall County near Buena Vista,
between Moore's Camp and Kentucky Dam.
Marshall County Judge John R.
Rayburn was scheduled to leave
yesterday (Wednesday) on a flying trip to Ecuador with several
unidentified businessmen to try
to finalize the plans for the building.
The Ecuadorian president awns
a million dollars worth at his
government's bonds which he is
selling to an Evansville bank, and
he is reported to be investing the
entire amount in the hotel. Several other individuals are said to
be making up the remaining nine
million dollars.
Judge Rayburn's part in the
Ecuador trip is reported to be to
meet with the president of the
country and verify and. explain
certain facts about the county
and the lake.
The hotel, if built, will be named the Alben Barkley Convention
Hotel. Judge Rayburn said that
permission has been obtained
from Mrs. Barkley and David
Barkley, son of the late vice
president, to use his namg.
Judge Rayburn said that he
flew to Washington, D. C., in
April to obtain a paved road to
the,proposed site. He said that he
has been assured by.Henry Ward,
state highway commissioner, that
the road Will be built. Rayburn
said that engineering crews are in
the area now preparing for the
road.

Procedures Studied
For Auditing Local
School Districts
Frankfort, July—A set of recommended procedures for auditing local school districts is being
studied by the State Committee
for School District Audits.
The State Committee is composed of Finance Commissioner
Robert
Matthews, chairman;
School Superintendent Wendell
Butler: and Attorney Gen. John B
Breckinridge.
"The Committee will cooperate
with the State Board of Accountancy and work with it and with
local school boards in selecting
certified public accountants to
conduct these normal school district audits required at least once
every two years," Matthews said.
The Committee was created by
the 1962 General Assembly in
House Bill 207. The act names
the
Governor, or his representative,
the superintendent of public
instruction and the attorney general
as committee members.
Governor
Combs has named Matthews
to
act in his place as
committee
Amiimmom.

Goofus — Yes. Wasn't it lucky
that he didn't have a cent on him
at the time?
Fanfare At FaIrdme
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• Wide choice of decorator
colors!
• So easy to apply!
• Keeps its gloss through all
kinds of punishment... rugged wear, rough weather,
repeated washings!
• Saves you money because It
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Southern Bell Launches Era Of World
Communications With Telestar Satellite

N
VI

The United States burst into a
new era of world-wide communications when the first trans-Atlantic television signals were
beamed between the new world
and the old via the-Telstar communications satellite.
In a typical American glare of
publicity with millions watehing
on home television sets the first
attempt succeeded beyond expectations. It produced the first
broadband transmission via an
active satellite in space and as a
bonus produced the first transoceanic television transmission by
the same route, as ground stations
in both England and France pulled in the Telstar signals.
Two weeks ahead of schedule,
television pictures were received
in this country from first France
and then England.
Telstar is also uniquely American in that it is the first time
that a private company has built
a satellite and paid for cost of
launching with its own funds. The

;For the
GOLDEN YEARS

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
Of

III
9
.
It

,NY

You've been hopinh for a formula like this — with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

170-pound metallic sphere crammed with electronic equipment
was developed and built by the
Bell Telephone system. The telephone company paid the government $3 million for the Delta
rocket which launched it.
When the Delta rocket roared
from its launching pad at 3:35 a.
m. July 10 and placed the world's
first active communications satellite into precise orbit, the problem
of building a "microwave tower in
the sky" was solved.
"Microwaves, which are used
for transmission overland, travel
in a straight line and have not
been practical for transmission
over wide bodies of water," H. D.
Hayes, Southern Bill's local manager, said.
"A signal sent across the Atlantic, for instance, would soar off
into space due to the curvature of
the r!arth," he explained.
So for microwave transmission
overseas a very special kind of
tower was needed—a tower more
than 400 miles high. The Bell
System's Telstar satellite is that
experimental "tower in the sky."
The experiment proved successful on the satellite's sixth pass
when voice and television signals
traveled to the satellite and were
received back at the ground station in sharp, clear focus. The first
pictures were of Vice President
Lyndon Johnson and officials of
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, whose subsidiary
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SEPT. 7-8-9

RCA
CHAMPIONSHIP
RODEO with TV BONANZA STARS
330 P.M. and 800 P.M. Sept. 7 and 8. 330 P.M. only Sept. 9. Boxes $2.50,
Reserved $2.00, General Admission $1.50,Ghildren Under 12 yrs, half price.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
SEPT.10-15
Advance Ticket Sale Closes Sept. 9

1.00

-14

RENFRO VALLEY HOMECOMING
SHOW DAILY. SEPT. 7-15
OLSON SHOWS MIDWAY
SEPT. 7-15
ACRES OF EXCITING EXHIBITS

1.00

6

Championship livestock, poultry, agricultural
and dairy machinery ... hundreds Of commercial
and agricultural exhibits, 4-H
and many, many others

Bell Telephone Laboratories built
Telstar.
Then pictures of the Stars and
Stripes waving in the breeze and
the sounds 'of the National Anthem reached home television sets
and were received by ground stations in France and England.
That breakthrough and the following night's successful reception
of television pictures from Europe
opened the way for live broadcast across oceans with the use of
satellites.

State Applies For
Transferrance Of
Outwood Haspital
The State of Kentucky has, applied formally for the transfer
from Federal to State ownership
of the Outwood Hospital, which
has been declared surplus by the
Veterans Administration, Kentucky Commission of Finance
Robert Matthews has announced.
If the transfer is approved by
the V. A., the State Department
of Mental Health intends to use
Outwood to relieve the overcrowded conditions at the Kentucky Training- Home, the only
State home for the mentally retarded.
The Outwood Veterans Hospital,
which has an estimated replacement value of 510-12 million, is
located on Ky. 109 in northern
Christian County about four miles
from Dawscrn Springs. The 250acre tract includes about 49
buildings of various types.
In making application for the
transfer, Matthews delegated the
necessary authority to negotiate
the deed to the commissioner of
mental health, Dr. Harold L. McPheeters. The action gives Dr.
McPheeters the power to deal
directly with the U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare on the matter.

State Employee Gets
--Leave Of Absence

Copying State
Squirrel Hunting Page 9 '
Police Uniform Season To Begin
Warned Against On August 15th

demarkation tier of counties.

What he described as 'a growing tendency to copy the Kentucky State Police uniform by local and private police officers
throughout the state," is reported
by Col. David A. Espie, director
of State Police.
"While I'm sure There is no actual intent to misrepresent, this
similarity of uniforms between
the State Police and the local and
some industrial policemen can
lead only to a confused. public,"
Espie said.
Captain William Mullins, legal
officer for the State Police, points
out it is illegal to imitate the uniform in any way.
Kentucky law was quoted by
Mullins as follows: "No person
shall falsely represent himself to
be an officer, agent or employee of
the Department (division) of
Kentucky State Police and in such
assumed character, arrest or detain or search in any manner the
person or property of ,anyone, nor
shall any person without the authority of the department wear its
official uniform or insignia or any
uniform or insignia likely to be
confused with the official uniform
or insignia of the Department
(division)."
Espie added, 'Of course, we desire voluntary compliance with
the statutes;. however, if we learn
of violations, we will have no alternative but to enforce the law."

Survival Preparations
Good In State If
Nuclear Emergency

$57,800 STUDY GRANT Can an infecti. which produces
abortion in cat, • and sheep be
transmitted to I.umans: An investigation of that possibility is
being ,undertaken by a University
of Kentucky professor of animal
pathology, The -tudy, to be conducted over a iieriod of three
-years by Dr. Jot, Thomas Bryan,
.
is financed by
$57,800 grant
from the Nati,iaal Institutes of
Health. It involves a comparison
of the abortion-causing organism
with seemingly identical organisms isolated from a variety of
diseases occurri!:g in both animals
and man.

Frankfort, July — William G.
Herzel, director of research for
the Kentucky Department of Revenue, has been granted a fivemonth leave of absence to serve
as a member of a special group
to study the fiscal system of Ecuador.
Herzel's services were requested
by the Pan American Union in
,mol••••
Washington. He will serve as senior consultant to the group which
is to make a survey of Ecuador's
•
fittcal system to provide a factual
Phone 58
foundation on which to base re- i 207 Commercial
commendations for the reforms
envisaged by the Alliance for I —Slip Covers; seat covers
- -Upholstering (all kinds:
Progress program.
modern and antique
The Ecuadorean survey is one
—Draperies
of a number being undertaken in
—Awnings
tarpaulins
Latin American countrier by the
Organization of American States
in cooperation with the Inter- JAMES HAZELWOOD
American Development Bank and
UAL KILLEBREW
the United
Nations Economic
Commission for Latin America.

S. P. MOORE & CO

•TYPICAL RUSSIAN HOME
•BARRACK-ADES REVUE
NIGHTLY•BLUE GRASS
BELLES NIGHTLY
AND
MANY MORE

I

After the "kickoff" on August
15 in the western section, the season continues through October 31,
reopens on November 15 and continues through November 26. For
the eastern section the season
opens on August 26 and continues
through October 31, reopens on
November
continie.:
15 and
through December 7. The bag
limit is six with a possession limit
of 12 after two or more days of
hunti,ng.

—8EE—

".1 .THINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

The area designated as Eastern
includes these counties: Lewis.
Rowan, Menifee, Powell, Estill.
3ackson. Rockcastle, Pulaski and
Wayne and all counties lying to
th9 east of this group. Naturally
the western section includes all
counties lying to the west of this
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• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
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FULTON, KENTUCKN
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FOR LEASE

•CONTACT•

Fulton County Oil Company,Inc.,

OFFER

Hickman, Kentucky
Phone 2375
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GUARANTEE
_ 6.70 x 15 TUBE-TYPE

'ONLY 52

MORE FOR WIIITEWM.I.S

$
ta

6.00 ‘:
bloc;
tube-:ri

$13

77.50 x:14 — 6.70 x 15 TUBELESS 15
7.10 x 15 TUBE-TYPE

15
TURNPIKE-

PROVED
for ealr• set,

ALL BRAND-NEW! NOT SECONDS! NOT RETREADS!

THESE GREAT NEW TIRES ARE MADE WITH SUPER-MILEAGE

hew, modern Texaco Service Station
Cayce, Ky.

.:.

•

LOW,LOW.PRICES -3 DAYS 01\

All prices plus tax and tire off your cur

gsPEcIAC
"EARLY BIRD"
$1.00 A LOAD
A.M. to 10 A.M.

For those residents of the "Eastern Section" hunting will not be
permitted until August 26. The
seasons have been divided Into
two phases in each section of the
state with. a full 90 days of hunting provided in each area.

NEW TAGS!

According to surveys and bag
A new type deer tag will lat
checks conducted last season by used by both archery and gut
biologists and conservation of- hunters this fall. Metal tags, it
ficers Kentucky hunters bagged place of the cardboard type use(
1,672,770 squirrels. The bushytail, in past season, have been ordered
as this figure reveals, is one of the They will have a locking device
heaviest hunted game animals in so that a section may be attached'
Kentucky and attracts a large to the downed deer,as required I:*
number of hunters in all sections. law, and which will be incapabh
of the state. Rifles or shotguns of being torn off as the deer
may be used by the hunter except dragged tcl the checking station
rifles above .243 caliber are illegal. The archery season opens or
October 1 and continues through
out that month, while the go
IlYGIENIC!
season is November 7, 8, 9 and lb
One new county, Morgan, has beet
A small boy's persistent snif- added to the 42 of last seaso.
fing annoyed a woman standing' making 43 countics in which dee.
next to him on a bus.
may be hunted.
"Young man," she said archly. 1
"have you got a handkerchief?"
an'
'Y
y be
op
d,"
y,,
. replied the lad,-"but my
NOT SO DOGMATIC
mother won't let me loan it to
"Your parson seems to be
V et y dogmatic sort of man"
"'Oh, no, h.e's got only two, an,
- I troth
of them's mongrels."
Fanfare At Fairtiine

8.00 x '14 — 7.60 x 15 TUBELESS 17

El

FREE FEATURES•HEALTH -O -DRAMA

Kentucky's squirrel hunters will
take to the -fields in a section of
the state designated as the "Western" part on August 15 with early
reports indicating a good supply
of bushytails, the Depaitment of
Fish and Wildlife Resoo, ees reports.

Frankfort, July — Kentucky is
Well cm its way toward survival
preparations for nuclear emergencies. members of the Kentucky
Women's Civil Def. req, Council
were told at a recent workshop in
Frankfurt.
Principal speaker at the meeting was Cosmo J. Liiierti. regional
radinlorical defense officer from
the U. S. Department of Defense.
Liberti told the Council that Kentucky now has some 1,500 radiological monitors—persons trained
in measuring radioactivity-- and
about 300 instructors qualified to
teach the 10-hour monitoring
course.
Ltberti coordinates the radiological-monitoring and fallout-shelter programs of eight states, including Kentucky. He stressed the
importance of women in civil deSense program. noting that wives
and mothers are closest to and
have the greatest-concern for their
families.

st

ii
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NATION-W1DE ROAD HAZARD AND QUALITY GUARANTEE
All new Goodyear Auto Tires Are Guaranteed Nation-wide: 1. Against normal road
hazards-L e., blowouts, fabric breaks, cuts-except repairable punctures. Limited to
original owner for number of months specified. 2. Against any defects in workmanship
and material without limit as to time or mileage.
Any Goodyear tire dealer in the U.S.or Canada will make adjustment alltm anre on
new tire based on original tread depth remaining and current"Goodyear price."

•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••4•-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C B & 0 Tire Co.
303 REED STREET

PHONE 947
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CITY-

Dewey Johnson

_

, TV ANTENNAS: We install
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
All types of Insurance
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Phone 307. Roper Television.
chine and electric floor polisher
WANTED: A good used grand SAVE! GET our
and electric vacuum ,leaners. Expiano; will pay cash. Paul Westchange Furniture Co.
PACKAGE DEAL
pheling, phone 470 or 1255.
"Covering everything"

CLASSIFIED ADS

(Continued t•om nage one)
raise of $12.50 per month;
-Announced acceptance of the
mausoleum in the city cemetery as
a gift to the city, planned minor
repairs and pointed out that 22
crypts will be available therein
for sale;
-Approved a resoltition by residents of Court Drive to go ahead
and get plans underway for curb
and guttering of the street, with
cost to be borne in its entirety by
property owners concerned;
-Decided to pay a note at the
City National Bank for $4500 if
the note was on the bridge fund
(which has money); and to extend
the note_ if it was on th'e general
fund (which currently has no
money);

pleted;
-Heard a report by acting City
Manager Tripp that he had spent
$400.39 on remodeling the City
Hall to accotrunodate a new office for the City manager.

LIVESTOCK DIVISION-

tion was shown, and the behavior
of all players was outstanding.
"I am looking forward to being
with all of you again next season.
"Uncle Dan Hastings
Operator of Concession Stand
at City Park"

Uncle Dan Says
'Thank You' For
A Happy Season

Uncle Dan Hastings is going to
(Continued from Page one)
EXHIBIT "A"
miss all his little baseball and
by 7:00 p. m. on Thursday, and
softball playing friends, as the
"An
exclusive
vegetable diet
When It's
judging will take place Friday,
school year fast approaches. He will give you a trim figure."
WE
RENT - - - August 17, at 10:00 a. m. Prof.
Real Estate in Fulton
had a lot of fun again this year
"Did you ever take a good look
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408
Arlie Scott from Murray State
and wants to thank everybody for at a hippopotamus?"
-seeHospital beds
College will be the judge. Animals
making the season so successful.
CHARLES W. BI'RROW
must remain on the fairgrounds
Baby beds
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
Uncle Dan said:
Fanfare At FaIrtime
until Saturday.
309 Walnut
Phone 61
phone
(UC)
TUrner
5-9121
Vacuum Cleaners
Premiums for this department
"Now that the Little League ATHLETE'S FOOT
Daily Schedule
GERM: HOW
c'ar:n Loans
Floor polishers
will be paid on a point basis, with season is over for the year, I wish
TO KILL IT IN 3 DAYS,
DC-3 service from Union City
Conventiona, uoans
first place receiving $5.00 and to thank all who participated in
If not pleased with strong, inTo Memphis
Ex 9:44 p. m.
each breeder guaranteed approxi- making this season a success FHA Loans
WADE
FURN. CO.
To Nashville
ter2:19 p. m.
mately $2.00 or more for each Louis Weaks, Riley Allen and stant-drying T-4-L, your 48c back
-The very best selection of real
at any drug store. Watch infected
animal shown,
other directors, the umpires, the
Phone 103
VALUES IN CLOSE - OUTS:
Fulton. Ky
estate for sale at all times!
-Listened to a
There will be three classes- players and all who witnessed the skin slough off. Watch healthy
proposal by
skin reitlace it. Itch and burning
Mens short sleeve sport shirts: Harold Moritz,
manager -ef the Herefords, Angus, and Shorthorn games.
.1.10=1101110
some as low as twd shirts for Fulton Electric-system,
are gone. TODAY at all DRUG
to provide -with 12 lots in each class.
"A
wonderfu
l
spirit
of
coopera$3.09 tax paid. Mens 'dress pants, a new "white-way"
STORES.
DON'T MOVE
.WMIOUT
illumination
in smaller sizes beginning at $3.79, circle on Lake Street,
CALLING COLLECT
out West
tax paid. Other close outs in State Line to the By-P
ass, and
555 FULTON, KY.
swim
trunks,
walking shorts and around the by-pass utilizing
For Every Occasion
20,Acres of Free Parking Prices Good Thru
summer hats. The Edwards Store, 000 lumen vapor
Sat. 11th. open till 9 p. m.7 days
lights and agreed
CHapel 7-1833
'.1Ii
MARK greeting Citgr
Mayfield.
to go into the matter after. an
si"ri.:x "Personalized"
MAYFIELD, KY.
DO YOU HAVE an old car „engineering cost survey was cornStationery
(1935 or older) stored in your
FOR SALE: 6-room house at
barn or around your place? Re- 213 Broadway. Can
be used for
gardless of its condition, it can be residence or good
commercial site.
sold
for
cash if it can be made to Call Mr. Adams at 1348,
Phone 20-J
This is a
Fulton
run. If you have an old car or good buy.
NiTES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
.
1 know someone who has, phone the
20-K or 217
I NOW HAVE an office at 204
News office for further informaMain Street. telephone 117, for
tion.- _
insurance .knil polioy service.
State Farm Insurance; Louise
Wry.
422 Lake St.

FLOWERS

GILL UN

Shop CodEVOY

Scott's Floral Shoppe

TRANSFER CO.

Piggly

milmraimormiimmirmmairk _
SUMMER SPECIALS
11-Foot Deep Freezer
Refrigerators, from
Refrigerators with 12-mo. warranty
Gas ranges with griddle, from
Odd dressers, from
Odd bedsteads from

_BEST

$75.00
$45.00
$100

and

$57.50
S10.00

CLEANEST
.. 1SED FURNITURE

$ 7.50

3-4 Size bed, complete
Chairs, from

$37.50
$ 4.95

Chifferobec, from
New bedroom suite

$ 5.50
$65.00
buy A at

-AT-

Wade's Used Furniture Store
"Trade with Wade and Save
217 Main Street
Phone

EXCHANGE
irniturP Con1anv

478

APPLES, Red Jeffries. Flavorsome eating. Delicious for pies,
baking, frying. Excellent for
DRYING.
Homer Zopf. Dukedom Highway
Near Oak Grove Church
WANTED: clean cotton rags. No
rayon or nylon or overalls or blue
jeans. Cut off buttons and zippers and bring to the News office. 10c per pound.

TROUBLE'?
We can't keep you out of It
hut with or
of our LowCost, three
payment
plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can he at your side
Irmr•-ir>.elv
Our Adluster Carries His
Check Book'
Wick Smith Agency
24 flour Service
Phone 62 - Nights 160

OPENS FRIDAY NIGHT!
AUGUST 17th

Regular Weekly Schedule:
7 to 10 Dm: 10 tO 12 pm

1

TUESDAYS 7 to 10 pm
WEDNESDAYS: 710 10 pm
THURSDAYS:7 to 8:30 pm, following by
The Happy Day Roller Rink

SPECTATORS FREE ANYTIME-

is located rn the Martin
Highway in South Fulton. Plenty of Parking Space!

The largest and most modern roller rink in West Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee! New Plastic- Covered floor assures you skating at its
best!

SKATING CAPACITY: 250
MODERN REST ROOMS
1\e*
CONCESSION STAND
CHICAGO SKATES

Full admission price, 50c per session
Skate rental 25c
Bring our own skates and skate for
50c

Chicago Skates For Sale

Happy Day Skating ,Rink
SOUTH FULTON TENN.

FRYERS

GiV•

25c

GRADE A
WHOLE, LB.

SLICED JOWL

BACON, 3-Lb. Pkg. _ _ _ _ $1.00
sWIFT PROTEN
STEAKETTES, Lb.
79c
VEAL CUTLETS, Lb. _ _ _ _ 79c
SOUTHERN BELLE
SLICED BACON, Lb. Pkg. 59c
(
111)11.‘ COUNTRY STYLE
BACON, Cello Pkg.
69c

SWIFT PROTEN

FAMILY STEAK Lb. __ _ _ 69c
SHOPPER'S SPECIAL!
BACON Lb.
49c
HOT DOG
WEINERS 2 - Lb. Pkg. __ _ 89c
STREAK '0 LEAN

SALT MEAT, First Cuts Lb. 19c
SWIFT
OLD FASHIONED. By - The - Piece
CALVES 'LIVER Lb. _ _ _ _ 89c
KENLAKE FRESH
BOLOGNA, Lb.
69c
DELIcIOUS BARBECUE
CAT FISH Lb.
79c
PURE PORK
Beef or Pork Ribs Chickens
SAUSAGE, 3 - Lb. Pkg. $1.00
MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT
6 - OZ. JAR
LADY ALICE

79

1-2 GAL CARTONS

ORANGE JUICE 6-6-oz. cans 79c ICE MILK, 3 for
$1.00
TIP- TOP FROZEN
SOUTHERN CLING-IN HEAVY SYRI P
LEMONADE, 6-0z. Can _ 10c PEACHES 5 21-2 Cans _ $1.00
SWISS )IISS
3-LB. C t‘l
FROZEN PIES, 3 for _ $1.00 SPRY
69c

7: to 10: pm

8:30 to 10 pm

Everyday low

V

sCALDSWEET FROZEN

SUNDAYS: 2-4 pm; 7:30 to 10:30 pm
MONDAYS (Adult nite; age 18 and over)

from

SAVE TWICE AT PIGGLY WIGGLY:
`Wrices Plus S&H Green Stamps!

COFFEE

FR!DAYS: 7 to 10 pm; 1010 12 pm
SATURDAYS: 10 to 12 am (for beginners)

Dancing

WagglY

PHONES 9126 OR 720

NEXT DOOR TO HAPPY DAY LAUNDRYETTE

HENDERSON,
CANE
10 LB. BAG

SUGAR
REELFOOT

4-LB. CARTON

PURE LARD
PILLSBURY

CAKE MIX, 4 Pkgs
ARMOUR'S
MEET, 12-oz. can
REG. 59e SIZE 13-EGG
ANGEL FOOD CAKE
ARMOUR'S 3 1-2-0Z. ('AN
POTTED MEAT

FLOUR

89c

LIBBY'S DEEP BROWN 14-0Z,

69c PORK AND BEANS
10c
ORCHARD PRIDE
$1.00 APPLE SAUCE, 300 can _ 10c
MISS LIBERTY
39c B & S ROLLS, Pkg.
25c
EATWELL 6 1-2-0Z. CANS
. 39c TUNA FISH, 4 FOR ___ $1.00
DEL MONTE
10c PED SALMON, Lb. Can 79c
PILLSBURY
PL

OR

SELF RISING

25 - LB. BAG

EMGE

1

1.49

GOLDEN RIPE

CHEESE, 2 - Lb. box __ _ _ 69c BANANAS Lb.
10c
MISSION 12-0Z. CAN
All Flavors
35 to 40-LB. AVERAGE
DRINKS, 6 Cans
44c WATERMELONS, Each __ 49c

Piggly Wiggly

